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New Member Benefits
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Digital Access to the Institute’s
200+ Guides and Reports

Other new benefits for individual members include:

• Free media mail shipping
• Discounted access to ACI codes and specifications
• Discounted access to ACI University’s monthly webinars
and on-demand course subscription

Plus ACI’s existing membership benefits.

www.concrete.org/membership

FROM THE PUBLISHER

It seems to me that one of the keys to being a really successful engineer lies in figuring out
what you are really good at doing and doing more of that. No one is good at everything — or
at least, very few are — so you must specialize.
Some of us resist this idea. We don’t want to be “pigeon-holed” or unduly restricted. We get
bored easily. We are creative. We like to learn new things. There’s nothing wrong with that,
but …

Specialize!
No one is good at everything, so
do more of what you do well.

The market doesn’t reward lack of specialization — It doesn’t matter whether you are
talking about doctors, lawyers, management consultants (ahem!), architects, planners, or
engineers — the specialists are the ones who always get paid more. They are in shorter
supply and (theoretically) aren’t learning at the clients’ expense.
It is hard (if not impossible) to market yourself to the whole world — This is something
few engineers consider but it is extremely crucial. When your group of potential buyers for
what you are selling is small and super well-defined, marketing is as simple as building a
complete list and then hammering away on that audience through dozens of different methods
and channels. When it is large and ill-defined, it gets very expensive to reach anyone!
You can specialize and still keep learning — Your learning is just more relevant. This one
always gets me. If your knowledge base is deep versus shallow and a mile wide, you will
have to learn to keep up or you won’t be seen as a specialist any longer.
You must be creative to be successful as a specialist — Just because you work with the
same types of clients or facility types or problems doesn’t mean you want to do the same
thing or do it the same way every time. Do it better. Be different. Creativity is lacking in our
field but not because of specialization.
Everything is going to get a lot more efficient when you specialize — Doing something
over and over — working with the same kinds of problems or facilities repeatedly — is how
you learn what people really want, and that’s how you can get to where you can anticipate
problems before they occur. That makes life easier and makes your projects much more
efficient.
There’s nothing wrong with these things either. If you hear people talking around the coffee
pot that engineering is becoming a commodity, you’d better think long and hard about why
that’s the case. I bet you’ll find that lack of specialization is at the core of your problem!

MARK C. ZWEIG
mzweig@zweiggroup.com
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C+S ENGINEER ONLINE
Civil + Structural Engineer provides news and articles online to supplement content in this print issue.
Visit csengineermag.com daily for the latest news and check out the following articles posted online with the October 2018 issue:

Project Profitability: Managing smaller projects
By Howard Birnberg, Association for Project Managers

Effectively managing smaller projects is extremely challenging for many design firms. This issue impacts large firms needing to fit the management
of smaller projects into their existing large-project processes. It also impacts others such as civil engineers who handle a large volume of smaller
projects on a daily basis.
While not a perfect solution to the challenges of managing smaller projects, the following five-step approach can be of great help:
Standardize — As much as feasible, firms should seek to standardize their processes.
Train — Firms with a large number of small projects should train much of their technical staff in the skills of project management.
Support — This step requires the following actions: Define what is expected of project managers, provide timely and accurate project information,
develop quick and easy-to-use template forms for documentation and communication, and consider developing the role of project administrators
to support project managers.
Control scope creep and change management — Performing work not required under an agreement or requested/approved by a client can
quickly turn smaller projects into money losers. Small projects require tight controls.
Focus — Do what the client needs, not what you would like to do if you had a greater budget and longer time frame.
Read the entire article at http://tinyurl.com/projectprofit-oct18.

LET'S BUILD

YOUR IDEAL

STRUCTURE
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has been helping companies maximize profits with superior building solutions
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engineering our future
In recent articles, I’ve discussed the importance of developing leadership and strategic thinking skills
throughout every level of the organization. While the origins of leadership stretch back as far as
ancient Egypt, it has only really been studied in a meaningful way since the 1930s when theories of
leadership began to emerge. In this month’s column, I’ll examine some of the qualities that have been
proven to provide truly transformative leadership.
Transformative leaders generally emerge from an organization during times of chaos, struggle,
division, or major change. It requires resilience, a powerful ability to read emotion, strength and
mercy, confidence and humility, patience and persistence. Transformative leaders can mediate between
various groups in the firm while keeping morale high. So how can a leader infuse people’s lives with
purpose and meaning?

Transformative
leadership
Develop skills through constant
learning and improvement.

Quickly acknowledge where failure has occurred and demand change. We hear it too often: “This
is the way it has always been done.” That is not the right answer. For innovation to flourish, we need
to try new things, recognize failure, and change direction.
Anticipate different viewpoints and pushback. The key is to think ahead and welcome reactions from
those who may view things from a different perspective. Everyone needs to feel heard. Anticipating
points of contention allows you to be prepared with an answer to each objection.
Know when to be restrained and when to push forward. This will be key to preventing
disenfranchised team members and allow them to coalesce at critical times.
Set the example. To borrow a phrase from Michael Jackson, “Be the change you’d like to see” in your
firm. Exemplify compassion, self-awareness, and humility.
Understand your team’s emotional needs. Spend time with everyone, be aware of perceptions of
favoritism, and provide feedback. People need praise as well as correction. Psychologically, praise has
been proven to be more effective in changing behavior. The hardest part with celebrating wins and
providing positive feedback is that it needs to be timely. Don’t wait until a yearly review.
Refuse to dwell on past failure or disagreement. Move forward and make sure your team does as
well. Learn what you can learn and move on.
Control emotional outbursts. Reacting with anger or inappropriately intense emotion to situations
undermines your credibility. Worse yet, you will be operating without the benefit of higher-order
reasoning. You rarely make a good decision in a state such as this.
Protect your team from blame. Take extreme ownership for the faults or failures your team makes. It
will not demean your worth and will build your character in the eyes of the firm. Develop sensitivity,
patience, and empathy. Allow things to be tolerated as long as your team pursues their duties with
passion and skill in the direction you’ve prescribed.
Keep your word and establish trust. The final two are self-explanatory. Do what you say you will do
for your team and your clients. Trust in your leadership is vital.
These qualities will take life-long work to develop and uphold. Leadership is about constantly learning
and improving. No one expects you to be perfect, but in times of uncertainty, development of these
skills will allow you to truly transform your firm for the better. Elevating our profession to a higher
level starts with you.
PHIL KEIL is director of Strategy Consulting, Zweig Group. Contact him at pkeil@zweiggroup.com.
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DIVERSIONS
The youth of today have it tough: They must decide what they want to be when they grow up. Sounds

easy, right? Wrong! They have so many choices, way more options than when I was young. My
choices were a bit more limited — doctor, lawyer, garbage man, accountant, architect, engineer.
I thought the garbage man gig was the bomb but aimed a bit higher and chose to be an engineer. Or,
should I say, engineering chose me.
When I started my engineering career I was certain there was a defined path. Start as a young Padawan
and learn as much as I could (if you don’t know what a Padawan is, think Jedi Neophyte). From there
I would work my way up the “rank.” I’d become a project engineer, project manager, and (hopefully
and briskly) work my way up to management. Someday I’d be a partner, sole proprietor, or principal
engineer.

Identity crisis
A good engineer is not
just an engineer.
By Andy Sciarabba, P.E.

So here I am — Ta -Da!! — a principal in a well-established consulting firm. I followed the plan.
My role is solid, well defined, black and white. I am an engineer. I’m doing exactly what an engineer
does, right? But what does an engineer do?
We think that an engineer just defines and solves problems, does calculations, and writes reports. An
engineer builds stuff. An engineer makes stuff work. But if you are a good engineer, I mean a really
good engineer, you most certainly are not just an engineer. You do many things.
You see, well-seasoned engineers have a problem and they don’t even know it — a problem they
don’t teach you about in school. Engineers tend to have — no, must have — multiple personalities;
alter egos if you will. Think Diana Prince to Wonder Woman or Clark Kent to Superman.
OK, we don’t necessarily need to be, or even act like, superheroes, but we do have to be:
Accountants — We need to set and track budgets. We are required to prepare and send invoices,
review financial reports, P&L statements, WIP reports, and chase accounts receivable.
Firefighters and first responders — We must be the first at the scene to evaluate the severity of the
situation (either self-imposed, client-imposed, or contractor-imposed) and skillfully douse the flames.
Cruise directors, maestros, and jugglers — We are expected to set a defined course with a distinct
beginning, middle, and end. We must orchestrate a plan with grace and confidence. Most times we
are expected to be conductors of multiple orchestras performing in parallel. The overlap can be
quite maddening, but we must stay in tune. We can’t miss a beat while starting one song and ending
another.
Historians and psychics — We are expected to evaluate the past to evaluate what went wrong and what
went right. We are then tasked with looking into the future, as if we have a crystal ball. Sometimes
we are even expected to read minds.
And unfortunately, sometimes we must be babysitters and mediators. We need to make sure everyone
plays nice, and if not, we make them sit on the couch and hold hands. We divide up the daily chores
and make sure everyone’s roles and allowances are fair and just.
So, on those all-too-frequent days when you feel like you are carrying the weight of the world on
your shoulders, don’t fret — you are. But you…and you…and you…and you can handle it.
After all, y’all are engineers.
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ANDY SCIARABBA, P.E., is a principal with T.G. Miller, P.C., Engineers and Surveyors in Ithaca, N.Y. T.G. Miller, P.C.
(www.tgmillerpc.com) is a consulting civil engineering and surveying firm that serves municipal, commercial,
institutional, and private clients throughout central New York. Contact him at ajs@tgmillerpc.com.

Awards, promotions, and new hires
Thomas Nogaj, Ph.D., P.E., and John Kabouris, Ph.D.,
P.E., joined Cardno, Inc. as Water & Wastewater Infrastructure
Practice group manager and wastewater technology specialist,
respectively. Nogaj has more than 30 years of experience in
the civil and environmental engineering fields. Kabouris
has more than 30 years of experience in environmental
engineering, offering expertise in modeling, plant controls
and optimization of nutrient removal, sidestream and
mainstream anammox process development and optimization,
and advanced digestion and biogas utilization.
Jeffrey Levine joined Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates
(WJE) as an associate principal. A recognized industry
expert in slate and metal roof systems, he started Levine
& Company in Ardmore, Pa., in 2006 after 18 years of
experience in building materials conservation. Levine’s
colleague, Julie Palmer, also joined WJE as a project
associate. She has more than 15 years of roof consulting
experience with a specific focus on historic buildings.
John Barton, P.E., HNTB Corporation DOT market sector
leader and senior vice president, was appointed to co-chair
the Intelligent Transportation Society of America’s Smart
Infrastructure Task Force. Barton will lead the committee in
developing strategy for deploying new technology to move
larger numbers of people and goods safely and securely
through the country’s existing roads, bridges, ports, and
terminals. Carrie Rocha, P.E., vice president, was named
HNTB’s Atlanta office leader. She previously served in a
similar role for HNTB’s Connecticut operation. She has 20
years of experience in transportation infrastructure project
and construction management. Paul Godfrey, P.E., vice
president, was named HNTB’s Maine office leader, serving
the firm’s clients in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.
He most recently was transportation planning/traffic
engineering department manager and operations manager
for HNTB’s Maine office, based in Portland.
Baxter & Woodman, Inc. appointed John P. Mick, II, P.E.,
F-ITE, F-NSPE, to Illinois Division manager based out of
the firm’s Chicago office. During his 40-year career, Mick
has served in both managerial and technical roles related to
municipal, infrastructure, roadway, and utility projects.
CTL|Thompson welcomed back one of its former principals,
Jeffrey Groom. He returns to CTL as senior principal
engineer with specific oversight of the cement/fly ash/
concrete materials engineering and testing laboratory, which
is one of the most sophisticated testing laboratories in the
country.
Mary Coombe Bloxdorf, P.E., S.E., received the Illinois
Award from the Illinois Society of Professional Engineers
for her contribution to the professional engineering industry

on the rise

during her career. She is a partner in
Coombe-Bloxdorf, PC, which became a
part of Fehr Graham in 2015.
Urban Engineers promoted Jared
Krause, P.E., to vice president and
deputy general manager of facilities
construction services. He previously
served as a practice leader and project
manager, providing special inspection
services to clients in New York City.
Urban Engineers also promoted John
DiValentino, P.E., to vice president and
director of strategic operations. He has been with the firm for
18 years and previously served as deputy director for facility
construction management.
Blair Hanuschak, P.E., was named regional director
of Walter P Moore in the Northeast, leading structural
engineering operations and client development in the
company’s service region that includes Washington, D.C.,
New York City, and Toronto. Ryan Seckinger, P.E., LEED
AP, assumed the role of managing director of Walter P
Moore’s Washington, D.C., structural operations, with
responsibility for all activities throughout the mid-Atlantic
region.
Dan Grove joined Dewberry as a regional manager
overseeing all subsurface utility engineering (SUE) services
throughout North Carolina and southern Virginia. Hannah
Hart joined Dewberry’s Orlando, Fla., office as a senior
environmental scientist, focusing on major transportation
infrastructure and municipal work. Minden Chan joined the
firm as a senior engineer in the Long Beach, Calif., office,
where he will work closely with the firm’s water resilience
group, supporting coastal and ports projects. Dewberry hired
Scott Kamien, P.E., in its Orlando, Fla., office as a senior
project manager for Central Florida Expressway widenings
on State Roads 429 and 417.
David Newson joined Ware Malcomb as engineering
manager for its Toronto office, responsible for the overall
growth and management of civil engineering services
throughout the Canadian market. Patrick Gunn, P.E.,
CPESC, joined Ware Malcomb as engineering manager in
the Denver civil engineering office. Gunn will assist with
training and leadership of the firm’s civil engineering group
in Denver.
TranSystems Corp. welcomed Thomas Ionta, P.E., as vice
president and senior project manager in the company’s Santa
Ana, Calif., office. He has more than 38 years of experience
managing, planning, and designing highway and infrastructure improvement projects.
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events
OCTOBER 2018

WE 18
Oct. 18-20 — Minneapolis

An expected 800 officials, planners, and practitioners will meet to
advance the state of transportation in cities.
https://nacto.org/conference/designing-cities-2018-los-angeles

Organized by the Society of Women Engineers, the largest gathering
of women engineers across all major engineering disciplines features
the theme, Let’s Break Boundaries. Tracks include career management,
entrepreneurship, leadership, and more.
https://we18.swe.org

Newforma World User Conference
Oct. 2-4 — Tucson, Ariz.

ICC Annual Conference, Code Hearings, and Expo
Oct. 21-31 — Richmond, Va.

Resilience Innovations Summit and Exchange (RISE)
Oct. 9-10 — Denver

p3bootcamp
Oct. 22 — phoenix

Designing Cities 2018
Oct. 1-4 — Los Angeles

General and customer-led sessions include Project Center V12,
alternative ways to use workflow, document control vs. document sets,
techniques to drive user adoption, mobile apps, and more.
www.newformaworld.com

Managing the impact of natural and man-made disasters on infrastructure,
bringing together transportation leaders from around the country.
http://transportationrisesummit.com

ASCE Convention
Oct. 12-15 — Denver

Annual American Society of Civil Engineers flagship membership event
offers a state of the industry and profession, professional development,
multidisciplinary technical education, strategic issues/public policy
discussion, and significant projects.
www.asceconvention.org

ACI Concrete Convention and Exposition
Oct. 14-18 — Las Vegas

Attendees collaborate on concrete codes, specifications, and practices.
Technical and educational sessions provide the latest research, case
studies, best practices, and the opportunity to earn Professional
Development Hours.
www.aciconvention.org

The Year in Infrastructure 2018 Conference
Oct. 15-18 — London

Bentley Systems’ annual event featuring industry-specific forums,
keynotes, and technology updates. Plus, The Year in Infrastructure
Awards finalist presentations showcasing more than 50 infrastructure
projects worldwide and an awards banquet.
https://yii.bentley.com

GEODALLAS
Oct. 16-17 —DALLAS

Short courses, panel discussions, case studies, and technical lectures all
fitting the theme, Geosynthetics in Transportation and Environmental
Applications. Conference is co-located with the IFAI Expo and CAMX,
the Composites and Advanced Materials Expo.
https://geodallas.com
12
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Education programs for building safety professionals at all levels of
their career that cover the I-Codes, disaster response, leadership, new
technologies, and more.
www.iccsafe.org/conference

Intensive learning session that will teach public- and private-sector
leaders how partnerships work and the proven strategies for assembling
successful projects.
www.p3bootcamp.org

The Principals Academy
Oct. 25-26 — Charleston, S.C.

Intensive course in all aspects of managing a professional service
firm, including business planning, marketing/business development,
accounting, financial management, project management, leadership,
mergers and acquisitions, ownership transition planning, and recruitment
and retention.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/the-principals-academy

Water Infrastructure Conference
Oct. 28-31 — Atlanta

Program topics include asset management practices, aging and inadequate
infrastructure, resiliency to climate events, emergency preparedness,
cybersecurity, protecting critical infrastructure, controlling water loss,
new technology, intelligent water systems, and more.
www.awwa.org/conferences-education/conferences/water-infrastructure.aspx

National Coastal Conference
Oct. 30-Nov. 2 — Galveston Island, Texas

The theme of the 2018 conference, Resilient Shorelines for Rising
Tides, focuses across the entire physical coastal and estuarine system to
promote best management practices, while learning the latest science,
engineering, and policy needed to maintain and improve the health of
beach-front and estuarine shorelines and ecosystems.
http://asbpa.org/conferences/future-meetings

NovemBER 2018
Vectorworks Design Summit
Nov. 4-6 — Phoenix

One-on-one sessions with Vectorworks software experts and breakout
sessions exploring detailed workflows and best practices.
www.vectorworks.net/design-summit

Trimble Dimensions International User Conference
Nov. 5-7 — Las Vegas

Learn how Trimble hardware, software, and service solutions maximize
productivity and boost profitability across agriculture, construction,
geospatial solutions, transportation and logistics, and multiple emerging
industries.
https://trimbledimensions.com

CEO Roundtable Bourbon Experience
Nov. 7-9 — Louisville, Ky.

Exclusive event for top leaders to discuss the highest-level issues facing
CEOs and the C-suite of today’s AEC firms.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/ceo-roundtable

DBIA Design-Build Conference and Expo 2018
Nov. 7-9 — New Orleans

Workshops, panel discussions, and keynotes by industry leaders
addressing the real-world challenges that America’s design-build teams
and owners face across all sectors.
www.designbuildexpo.com

National Disaster Resilience Conference
Nov. 7-9 — Clearwater Beach, Fla.

Focus on the latest in science, policy, and practice to create more resilient
buildings and disaster-resilient communities in the face of earthquakes,
floods, hail, hurricanes, lightning, tornadoes, and wildfires, as well as
human-caused disasters.
http://flash.org/nationaldisasterresilienceconference

project manager should know from the perspective of architecture,
engineering, and environmental consulting firms.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/excellence-in-project-management

DECEMBER 2018
Capital Ideas 2018
Dec. 5-6 — Atlanta

Interactive curriculum of model state legislation, campaign tactics,
innovative policies, and peer-to-peer collaboration to help participants
advance successful proposals to raise new funding for transportation.
http://t4america.org/capital-ideas

january 2019
Building Innovation 2019 Conference & Expo
Jan. 7-10 — Washington, D.C.

Examine processes, communities, workforces, structures, resources,
practices, communications, and collaboration aimed at “Optimizing for
Tomorrow.”
www.nibs.org/page/Conference2019

2019 TRB Annual Meeting
Jan. 13-17 — Washington, D.C.

Meeting program will cover all transportation modes, with more than
5,000 presentations in nearly 800 sessions and workshops.
www.trb.org/AnnualMeeting/AnnualMeeting.aspx

International LiDAR Mapping Forum
Jan. 28-30 — Denver

Technical conference and exhibition showcasing the latest airborne,
terrestrial, and underwater LiDAR as well as emerging remote-sensing
and data-collection tools and technologies.
www.lidarmap.org

Autodesk University
Nov. 13-15 — Las Vegas

Annual Autodesk users conference attracts 10,000 professionals from
the architecture, design, manufacturing, and media industries for
classes, workshops, presentations, and interactive galleries.
http://auautodesk.com

Leadership Skills for AEC Professionals
Nov. 14-15 — San Francisco

Specifically developed to provide design and technical professionals
with the skills to become more competent leaders, including strategies
and techniques that will help them grow personally and professionally.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/leadership-skills-for-aecprofessionals

Excellence in Project Management
Nov. 28 — Atlanta

Tutorial and case study workshop sessions present critical areas every
october 2018
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Professional missteps
Eight cases highlight how firms stumble
over state regulatory requirements.
By Jerri-Lynn Wier

Engineers are held to high standards with good reason, since so much
depends on the accuracy and integrity of their work. And while the profession has earned its reputation for precision and diligence, lapses are
inevitable, as evidenced by the number of disciplinary actions reported
by state engineering boards each month.
Some of these are obvious cases of bad behavior, as in the case of an
Idaho man who completed engineering education and exams, but rather
than go through the licensing process, forged one instead. Yet even
conscientious professionals are vulnerable to errors and oversights that
can lead to citations. This article examines recent cases that highlight
some of the most common missteps reported by state boards.

Case 1: Reporting changes in company information

Most firms understand the importance of maintaining accurate records with state authorities. Yet keeping up with changes to officers,
qualifiers, contact information, and other key information can require
frequent updates for large and growing firms. And as the following
case illustrates, the specific reporting requirements in each state are not
always well understood.
In November 2017, a New York firm with an active certificate of authorization (COA) in Florida was cited for failing to meet reporting
requirements despite filing an application to change the company’s
information with the Florida Board of Professional Engineers (FBPE).
When a principal officer left that position, the company notified the
FBPE promptly and appointed a replacement. Yet the firm failed to
record the new principal officer with the Florida secretary of state or
file a board resolution with the engineering board.
In Florida, one or more principal officers of a firm must be a Floridalicensed engineer. If the P.E. named as a principal officer is not named
as the president, vice president, secretary, or treasurer of the corporation or Limited Liability Company (LLC), then the application must
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be accompanied by documentation from the entity’s charter or bylaws
which provides the title of the officer and that the P.E. named as such
officer is empowered to bind the corporation or LLC in all of its activities which fall within the definition of the practice of engineering as
that term is defined in Section 471.005(7), Florida Statutes (https://
fbpe.org/licensure/application-process/certificate-of-authorization).
By the time the error was corrected, the firm was hit with $1,247 in
fines and fees. In addition, an officer had to appear before the board
to explain how the error occurred and what quality control measures
the firm would implement to prevent future violations, multiplying the
expense.

Cases 2 and 3: Missing COAs

In some cases, firms register with the secretary of state and miss licensing requirements of the engineering board, as these two cases illustrate.
A New York firm had a longstanding relationship with a client that
encompassed projects in several states. Around March 2018, the firm
completed work for the client in South Carolina through a South
Carolina-licensed engineer in responsible charge. Yet the company did
not have an active COA in the state. In response to the citation, the
firm’s representative indicated that they believed that their registration
through the secretary of state’s office was sufficient. The firm received
a public reprimand and fine that amounted to more than half of the
project fees.
In a similar case, a South Carolina firm was cited for lack of a COA.
The firm’s owner, a licensed P.E., believed that secretary of state registration was sufficient because he was the firm’s sole engineer. He
immediately stopped work when he realized the COA was required
and self-reported the oversight, but nonetheless received a reprimand
and $500 fine.

In some states, sole proprietorships may operate under a licensed engineer’s own name without a separate COA, but the specific requirements vary, and this option is not available everywhere. In this case,
the firm was operating under a fictitious name, which required a COA.

Cases 4 and 5: Stamping plans and title blocks

Errors surrounding signing and sealing plans and use of a firm’s title
block are very common, and not confined to firms that are “stamp renting” or deliberately evading the law. In fact, stamping is a frequent
source of questions submitted to state boards.
In New Jersey, a P.E. was awarded a municipal infrastructure contract.
The engineer brought on a subconsultant, also a licensed P.E., to prepare plans and specifications for traffic signal installations. The engineer submitted all of the documents for the project under his own seal,
even though many of the drawings were prepared by the subconsultant,
which led to a $500 penalty. New Jersey law stipulates, “Where the
document includes the work of more than one professional, each professional shall sign and seal the document with clear reference to the
work that he or she has performed” (https://www.njconsumeraffairs.
gov/regulations/Chapter-40-State-Board-of-Professional-Engineersand-Land-Surveyors.pdf).
Often, citations result from failing to stamp all required documents. A
California engineer was disciplined by the Texas board in November
2017 for failing to include the firm name and registration number on
engineering documents. The engineer received a two-year probated

suspension, an administrative penalty of $4,800, and an order to complete ethics training.

Case 6: Missing renewals

Undetected license lapses remain one of the most common causes of
inadvertent unlicensed practice, particularly for firms operating across
large territories. Unfortunately, a single lapse can prove very costly, as
the following case shows.
In March 2017, a Florida firm’s COA lapsed due to failure to file a
renewal. Yet the Florida engineering board found evidence that the firm
continued to provide services as late as July, including documents bearing the firm’s title block. In April 2018, having failed to respond to the
board’s inquiries, the firm was fined $6,089 and its license suspended
pending appearance before the board. In Florida, the fee to renew a
COA for two years is $98.75.

Case 7: Failing to report discipline

Engineers are generally required to report discipline by one board to
other states where they are licensed, often as part of renewal applications. Failing to report discipline where required becomes a separate
offense, one that can multiply the pain of the original citation dramatically.
In 2017, for example, a Nevada-based firm was disciplined by the
Idaho board for failing to disclose on a renewal application discipline
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management files
imposed by the state of California. The Idaho board levied an administrative penalty of $2,500 for failure to report.

Case 8: Missing continuing education

Failing to complete continuing education (CE) credits or misreporting
hours continues to be a major source of citations. A case from Texas
illustrates the hazard of playing fast and loose with CE. An engineer
submitted a license renewal that confirmed completion of 15 hours of
professional development. An audit revealed that the hours had never
been completed, resulting in a two-year probated suspension and a
$4,000 fine. It is very common for states to randomly audit CE credits, while other states require that you upload proof of CE completion
credits.
Considering the potential reciprocal discipline in other states, that’s a
steep penalty to pay over 15 hours of CE.

Set your firm up for success

As these cases illustrate, it is advantageous for engineers to bring
the same level of precision and diligence to regulatory requirements
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that they bring to their drawings and specifications. Yet with all the
priorities a busy firm must juggle from day to day, it is quite easy for
something like a $98 license renewal that rolls around once every two
years to slip by unnoticed.
By far the best way to ensure success is to bring the right tools to the
job. Managing all corporate records and licenses through cloud-based
compliance software, and getting expert support as needed to ensure
proper licensure in each state, is the best way to ensure consistent licensing and reporting.

JERRI-LYNN WIER is an attorney and compliance specialist for Harbor
Compliance (www.harborcompliance.com/compliance-solutions-engineeringfirms), a provider of licensing and entity management solutions for businesses.
She has 20 years of experience in compliance and has licensed numerous
large architecture, engineering, and construction firms. Contact her at 888995-5895 or info@harborcompliance.com. Detailed state-level licensing
information is available in Harbor Compliance’s engineering guides at www.
harborcompliance.com/information/engineering-license.

Tips for protecting against
cyber attacks
All businesses, large to small,
face risk in today’s connected world.
Cyber attacks are affecting companies of all sizes, with smaller com-

panies possibly at higher risk if they don’t think it can happen to them
and don’t take precautions. In addition, cybersecurity has become more
complex as malware attacks have continued to skyrocket, with ransomware leading the charge.
Routine data backup is the most effective counter to any ransomware
demand, said Scott Schober, president and CEO of Berkeley Varitronics Systems. “User behavior has not changed fast enough to keep pace
with the onslaught of attacks.”
Effective cybersecurity also requires everyone to participate. Key steps
include cyber awareness training for all employees and good cyberhygiene throughout all levels and departments, in the office and at the
jobsite.
Firms must be proactive and diligent, putting basic controls and protocols in place. These include the following actions:
• Create a regular backup plan for all data stored offsite.
• Use only name brand security software that automatically updates on every
computer, tablet, and laptop to combat the latest threats.
• Update all operating systems regularly and never use unsupported, outdated software.

• Verify that all firewalls have the latest security patches installed.
• Ensure all network mobile devices have both hardware and software encryption with a long and strong password or PIN required for access.
• Verify the Wi-Fi network within the company and at the jobsite is secure,
encrypted, and has a long and strong password. Set up Media Access Control
(MAC) filtering to accept only pre-approved employee devices.
Reinforce these controls and protocols through regular training sessions to help all employees so that “thinking cyber” becomes part of
everyone’s daily job requirements. “By raising awareness, employees
will realize the importance of slowing down to question anything that
seems a bit off,” Schober said.
A new cybersecurity mindset
With the increasing use of cloud computing and storage, widespread
acceptance of Internet of Things (IoT), as well as the growing number of systems, remote users, and big data sets within organizations,
today’s business environment and security risks have evolved enormously and require a shift in our cybersecurity mindset and practices.
The Identity Management Institute, a global organization dedicated to
identity governance, risk management, and compliance, offers the following statistics and tips:
Collect and share data responsibly — Big data will grow faster
than ever before. By 2020, every person online will create roughly
1.7 megabytes of new data every second, and that’s on top of the 44
zettabytes (44 trillion gigabytes) of data that will exist in the digital
universe by that time.
Protect your data with access controls, monitoring, and
encryption — With the steady growth of data produced by IoT and
social media, businesses will be turning to artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning to process, trend, and analyze the information.
october 2018
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The use of AI is expected to double in one year.
Connect devices selectively and monitor their activities — The
number of IoT devices is expected to increase from 23 billion in 2018
to 31 billion in 2020 and 75 billion in 2025. These devices will be
increasingly interconnected, loaded with data, and accessible from the
internet.
Engage the best cloud security solutions and experts — Eightythree percent of enterprise workloads will be in the cloud by 2020.
It is estimated that 41 percent of enterprise workloads will be run on
public cloud platforms, 20 percent on private-cloud, and 22 percent
running on hybrid cloud platforms by 2020. On-premise workloads are
predicted to shrink from 37 percent to 27 percent by 2020.
Be mindful of privacy laws — Data breaches are down year-overyear. Only 1.4 billion records were exposed in 686 breaches reported
between Jan. 1 and March 31, 2018. Unauthorized access has held its
spot as the most common breach cause. Skimming, inadvertent disclosure, phishing, and malware rounded out the top five, just as they did
in 2017.
Embrace identity and access management solutions like advanced
multi-factor authentication (MFA) and identity life cycle
management — The MFA market is expected to reach $9.60 billion
by 2020, growing at a rate of 17.7 percent between 2015 and 2020.
Two-factor authentication dominates the MFA market with the highest
market share.
Keep up with technology to stay ahead — Nearly 90 percent of businesses will use biometric authentication by 2020. Fingerprint scanning

BIM analytics
Where technology and
thorough processes intersect.
By Matt Miyamoto

Building information modeling (BIM) is a 3D, model-based approach

to projects that has dramatically changed the way architects and engineers do their work. Building information models enable architects and
engineers to visualize and communicate their designs to key stakeholders in compelling and engaging ways. These models contain richer data
than 2D drawings, but that rich data can also translate into large files,
sometimes in the range of gigabytes of information.
Fortunately, technology and cloud computing advances have evolved
concurrently with building information modeling. In fact, cloud com-
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is currently the most common type of biometric authentication, used
by 57 percent of organizations. Large companies are in fact trying to
eliminate the use of passwords completely because 81 percent of hacking-related breaches leverage weak passwords or stolen passwords in
social attacks such as phishing and pretexting in 43 percent of hacking
cases.
Audit vendors and treat your security organization as a profit
center — Sixty-three percent of all cyber attacks could be traced either
directly or indirectly to third parties. Organizations increasingly audit
the security of their business partners due to expanding regulations and
data breach incidents. More than 50 percent of global customers will
reportedly cease to do business with hacked organizations.
Looking ahead
While cybersecurity concerns are complex today, they will continue
to grow as technology continues to evolve and impact organizations at
every level. Every company that is connected to the internet is a potential target for hackers. Taking the time now to invest in cybersecurity
training and prevention methods can help ensure your company and
jobsites remain safe and secure in the future.

Information provided by the Association of Equipment Manufacturers (www.
aem.org), the North American-based international trade group representing
off-road equipment manufacturers and suppliers; and the Identity Management
Institute (IMI; www.theimi.org), which offers professional certifications in identity
and access management, identity theft, and data protection. IMI introduced
a new study guide and examination for the Certified Access Management
Specialist (CAMS) Program. CAMS is designed for professionals who are
engaged in information security operations to manage access, strengthen data
governance, reduce risks, and ensure compliance.

puting is the key enabler of two important BIM trends:
Sophisticated analyses — In the past, civil and structural engineers
relied on manual calculations and tools such as Excel and Access
databases running on local computers to conduct calculations such as
thermodynamic or structural analyses. This approach was inefficient
at best and, in some cases, it was simply impossible due to inadequate
computing power on local computers.
Today, it’s common to store building information models in the cloud.
Cloud-based storage is affordable and a good match for large BIM
files. In addition, cloud-based computing resources are far more powerful and economical than office computers. A BIM analysis can be run
in the cloud and, once completed, users can be automatically notified
by email.
Increased collaboration among project stakeholders — When
building information models reside in the cloud, it’s also easy for civil
and structural engineers to share both models and analyses with other
project participants using collaboration software tools. By obtaining
feedback earlier in the project life cycle, teams can increase the predictability of projects and identify problems or issues earlier on in the
design process, saving time and money on revisions and delays.
Collaboration can also minimize the number of unknowns in a building
project. For example, during a road construction project, BIM analysis
revealed previously unforeseen conflicts with a pipeline. The resulting
construction phasing issues could be addressed proactively earlier in
the project, reducing delays and change orders.
While BIM analytics can be incredibly useful for civil and structural
engineers, it’s essential to recognize that generating valuable analytics isn’t just a technology issue. The old computer science adage of
“garbage in, garbage out” definitely applies here. Unless the right data
exists within a BIM, the resulting analytics won’t be helpful for project
stakeholders.
With that in mind, following are four process and communicationrelated tips for more effective BIM analytics:
Engage in upfront communication about collaborators’ needs — A
project kickoff is a good time for team members to discuss the data
aspects of the BIM. Developing clear expectations about what types
of data are needed, as well as the level of detail that’s required, will
increase the likelihood that the resulting BIM analytics will be valuable for stakeholders. A best practice is to create a BIM standard for
each project that outlines the type of information that must be provided
and the level of detail needed in the data.
Create a plan for collaboration — This is especially important when

a project includes cross-disciplinary collaboration. For example, engineers may be working on the exterior of a building while architects
are working on the interior. Without a collaboration plan, their BIMrelated efforts may not align properly.
As team members add data to the BIM, they must know how to deliver the information and where to store the information in the model.
Details about how to structure these data-related workflows should be
captured in a collaboration plan.
Develop a plan for model validation — Model validation is a regular
checkup related to the quality of the model and its data. Healthy models aren’t bogged down by extra and unnecessary information. Several
software packages include “housekeeping tools” that can identify redundant data in a BIM, check for background data, and identify data
that is growing without a valid reason.
Another best practice related to model validation is establishing planned
dates for collaboration to keep models in sync. On those collaboration
days, the team members must ensure that the model is up-to-date. This
activity helps ensure that the model remains in “good health” and can
support robust analytics.
Consider how data will be kept up-to-date during the building
life cycle — On some projects, the BIM is transferred to the building
owner once the construction phase is complete. If a BIM will eventually be used for facilities management, for example, the architect or engineer should discuss what data and analytics will be needed to support
building management and automation. These conversations must also
cover how the owners will keep the data current over time to facilitate
generation of BIM analytics in the future. Engaging in a dialogue early
in the project is always advisable.
The transition from 2D drawings to BIM has had a profound and positive effect on the work that civil and structural engineers do. Thanks
to BIM analytics and collaboration, these professionals can complete
projects with greater confidence and fewer delays.

MATT MIYAMOTO, P.E., is a manager and senior application specialist with
IMAGINiT (www.imaginit.com). Prior to joining IMAGINiT, he worked as a
civil engineer, using Autodesk Civil 3D on a variety of projects, including site
development, roadway improvements, and infrastructure design. With more
than 15 years of experience in the civil engineering industry, Miyamoto provides
training, consulting, technical support, and implementation strategies for
organizations transitioning to Civil 3D. He is an Autodesk Certified Instructor
(ACI) as well as an Autodesk Certified BIM Specialist: Roads and Highway
Solutions. Additionally, he is an Autodesk Certified Professional for AutoCAD
and AutoCAD Civil 3D.
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Four engineering innovations
Leading Edge Only highlights new technologies relevant
to civil and structural engineering.
Leading Edge Only (LEO) helps innovation providers such as fast-

growth start-ups, small and medium-sized enterprises, universities, and
other organizations promote their technologies to a global audience. To
that end, LEO offers the following review of four products relevant to
the civil and structural engineering industry.
Terabee’s positioning system
Drones need to know their position, which is usually achieved with
GPS. But for GPS-denied environments, alternative solutions must be
found. Terabee created a radio frequency (RF) positioning system that
acts like GPS but is optimized for use with drones. It provides positioning information in three dimensions with an update rate of up to 120 Hz
and with centimeter-level accuracy.
The system works by placing small “anchors” in the environment and
placing a “tag” on the drone. By pressing a button on a master anchor,
the anchors all talk to one another to work out their relative positions
and to create an RF network. This process takes less than two minutes,
and once complete, the position of the tag within the RF network can
be tracked accurately and quickly. Each anchor has a range up to 120
meters, so a large area can be covered typically using about five anchors, but larger areas can be covered by using more anchors.
The system is highly portable and quick to set up in a wide range of
civil engineering sites, and use cases are not limited only to drones.
The same solution could be used to monitor workers in complex or

hazardous environments or other assets that may need fast and accurate location information in real time. Terabee also provides relative
positioning solutions using its TeraRanger Time of Flight distance
and ranging sensors. Added to an absolute positioning system, this
can provide a complete solution for autonomous drone flight or robot
navigation.
For more information visit www.terabee.com.
Iknaia’s tracking platform
Identifying key assets in real time can be key to a successful construction project, as can protecting employees in an industry where accidents and injury are an ever-present danger. Iknaia’s tracking platform
uses state-of-the-art sensor technology to track and monitor workers
and assets in real time.

Iknaia’s tracking platform uses state-of-the-art sensor technology to track and
monitor workers and assets in real time, even underground.

It has widespread application within the construction industry and will
enable companies to increase their productivity and profitability by
presenting real-time data on the location of valuable tools and equipment.
Iknaia’s bespoke hardware and self-service dashboard are easy to
configure and view, with an additional API that can be used to fully
integrate data into any third-party platform. A network of nodes can be
set up to connect with existing infrastructures and devices, as well as
being deployed on a completely isolated basis. It is also an ideal solution where rapid telephony deployment is required or where temporary
business locations are used.

Terabee’s radio frequency positioning system acts like GPS but is optimized for use
with drones.
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Iknaia’s technology has been tried and tested since launching in 2015,
with the first trial at the London Power Tunnel with Costain. Traditionally, workers in tunnels and mines wear two brass Tallys on their belt
clip. When entering into the tunnel, one tally is put on a board in the
tally hut to ensure that the Tally Man knows who is in the tunnel at
any time. However, this system doesn’t allow management to identify
workers’ locations. Above ground tracking solutions don’t work underground, so no technology solution had previously been trialed.

Working with Costain, Iknaia installed a network of its detector nodes
to track the location and identify whether skilled workers were in the
right place at the right time. In real time, construction managers could
see the movements and locations of their workers, monitoring which
zones were being worked in and where their valuable assets were.

non-brittle failure, providing increased safety compared with existing lightweight concretes. During compression testing, the columns
are stable and maintain approximately 80 percent of their capacity at
more than 50 percent strain, which is not achievable using existing
lightweight concretes.

Iknaia provided live intelligence of the location of hazards, such as
the location of gas bottles and the proximity of workers near plant
machinery. The detector network was set up to work as a completely
standalone network, using 3G to communicate the data to cloud servers.

For more information visit www.monash.edu.

For more information visit www.iknaia.co.uk.
Monash University’s high-strength concrete foam
Although foam concrete is highly appreciated in the construction industry for its light weight and good thermal properties, the low strength
substantially limits its application as a load-bearing construction material. Monash researchers have invented a process for precisely controlling the shape, size, and distribution of air voids within concrete
structures. The result is increased compressive strength while simultaneously reducing weight, giving a foam concrete that meets the need
for strength combined with light weight.

City University London’s SuRe Pile
A major technical hurdle to the reuse of foundations for subsequent development can now be overcome with SuRe Pile, which enables existing piles to be properly assessed and modified if necessary to increase
capacity. SuRe pile is a hollow-cast, in-situ concrete pile that promises
significant reductions in concrete use for large-diameter bored piles
in addition to other valuable benefits relating to sustainability. The
SuRe Pile technology helps to achieve savings in concrete of about 50
percent when constructing large-diameter bored piles. It is better suited
to allow deep foundations to be used as energy piles compared with
existing technology.

Three-dimensional micro frames are used to control the size, shape,
and distribution of pores. The frames are specially designed based on
the desired material properties and can be fabricated by 3D printers.
The frame is covered with a precisely controlled cement paste mixture.
Surface tension of the cement paste aligns it into sheets in the direction
of the micro-frame. This results in highly aligned thin-walled concrete
section of almost any shape.

SuRe pile is a hollow-cast, in-situ concrete pile that promises significant reductions
in concrete use for large-diameter bored piles in addition to other benefits relating to
sustainability.

Unlike a conventional solid pile, it is reusable, reduces cost and construction time, enables inspection (and therefore quicker and safer
redevelopment), reduces the carbon footprint, and allows an additional
range of uses. Reaching a maximum depth of approximately 60 meters,
SuRe pile is rotary bored instead of driven into the ground.
This technology is licensed to Keltbray Piling Ltd. For more information visit www.city.ac.uk/business-services/research-and-consultancy/
commercial-opportunities/licensing-opportunities/engineering.
Monash University researchers invented a process for precisely controlling the
shape, size, and distribution of air voids within concrete structures.

Structures have been produced with a compressive strength as great as
7.5 MPa while simultaneously having a dry density of 445 kilograms
per cubic meter. Structures produced using this process have shown

Information is provided by Leading Edge Only (LEO; www.leadingedgeonly.
com), a global innovation marketplace.
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The upper section of the main building is a massive nonlinear surface shaped by a series of cutaway ovals with a continuously changing major and minor axis.

Designing for the future

will cover nearly 400,000 square meters and will include a stadium,
swimming pools, commercial facilities, and parking lots.

BIM process enhances owner, designer, and construction team
collaboration for a complex Olympic sports center.

The main building will consist of upper and lower sections. The lower
component will contain the commercial facilities and parking lots
while the upper section will house the stadium and swimming pools.
The upper area is a massive nonlinear surface shaped by a series of
cutaway ovals with a continuously changing major and minor axis. The
inside and outside structural support will help create a rhombus grid,
producing a net-like shell to surround the structure.

By Aidan Mercer

In 2022, the city of Hangzhou in Zhejiang, China will host the Hangzhou Asian Games. The Hangzhou Olympic and International Expo
Center Construction and Investment Co., Ltd. wanted to provide a
high-quality cultural and physical location to be used by Hangzhou
citizens when the games are over. The organization contracted Beijing Institute of Architectural Design to generate the designs for the
architecture, landscape, and interior portions of the Hangzhou Olympic
Sports Center. Beijing Institute decided to establish a building information modeling (BIM) process with a database of all control points to
guide onsite construction. The swimming pool facility will be the main
component in this important milestone project.
The team needs to complete construction of the Hangzhou Olympic
Sports Center by May 2021 because the Hangzhou Asian Games will
begin in 2022. The project site is bordered by two rivers: the Qiantang
River in the north and the Qijia River in the west. The sports center
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Overcoming design challenges
This project faced many challenges, including figuring out the optimal
method of constructing this complex structure. The team realized early
in the process that traditional design methods would not be sufficient.
Consistency between the multifaceted steel structure and the architecture was necessary for the complex to blend seamlessly. As a result,
it was essential to write a parameterized script to transform abstract
mathematical logic into surface space and shape. The geographic area
surrounding the sports center was another challenge. There are rivers
on two sides of the complex while the other sides include a heavily
populated urban environment.
The project team overcame the difficult design challenges by implementing a BIM process using Bentley applications. Team members
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introduced parametric methods throughout the project to optimize
and produce the final structure. They applied a series of mathematical methods to determine the shape of the outer net-like shell and the
details of each part. This practice allowed them to effectively divide
and locate the internal and external sides of the net shell structure and
locate space builders. It also enabled them to design and control the
envelope enclosure and the internal and external nodes, successfully
optimizing components in practical processing. Additionally, the parametric models helped with automatically generating complex surface
models, allowing users to closely align the complex steel structures
with the building.
In addition, the project team created all-terrain models and established
a comprehensive model that aligned with its BIM process, which included AECOsim Building Designer and MicroStation to make logic
modeling possible; ProStructures and STAAD to optimize structural
calculations and shorten steel structure and concrete design cycles; and
Navigator to provide electromechanical integration and conduct collision detection of electromechanical pipelines. These models helped the
team achieve success while remaining on schedule.

This assurance of storing data in a single location made collaboration
easier among the team and with stakeholders. ProjectWise’s collaborative platform enabled design teams to work together and enhanced
efficiency. The team shared project model and drawing information, all
located in a single place.
With all participants seeing the most updated information, the team
quickly created a multi-view 3D model through various display
methods to showcase the designs. Then, the model was shared with
stakeholders, providing them with a clear understanding of the final
product. This digital workflow improved collaboration and helped the
team meet its tight deadlines.
Saving significant time
The Beijing Institute realized significant time savings by using Bentley applications. With 3D collaboration, the team created accurate 3D
models and shared them with all participants, which saved 50 percent
of the time estimated to solve design issues. Designing the complex
was expected to take a year. However, the BIM process shortened that
time by 60 percent. The team completed the 3D model, 2D sectional
review, 3D design atlas, and other relevant project materials.
Creating BIM standards for design specifications helped reduce timewasting design modifications, saving 50 resource days to modify
the design and 10 resource days spent checking and reviewing those
modifications. The team expects to save about 100 resource days spent
processing site errors.

Parametric models helped with automatically generating complex surface models,
allowing users to closely align the complex steel structures with the building.

Sharing and collaborating effectively
Another benefit realized by the project team was its ability to easily
share information with all participants, improving collaboration. Beijing Institute’s BIM process was used throughout the project to enhance close cooperation among the owner, designers, and construction
teams. Team members updated information and managed the project
with ProjectWise onsite. Key information was collected, updated, and
managed from different software via data interfaces through the application’s collaboration services.
The project team also used visualization capabilities to better envision the final product and shared those models with the manufacturing
unit, directly using the models to create components and detailed 2D
drawings. All these proficiencies garnered user confidence, providing
a reliable data foundation that also acted as an accurate reference for
all users.
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Improving quality of life
Besides producing a high-quality cultural location for the area, the
Hangzhou Olympic Sports Center also provides significant benefits for
the surrounding environment and local community. By storing all data
in a single location, the project team easily shared construction plans
and data with surrounding factories. Most of the external metal roof
will be made in advance and installed on the construction site, reducing
dust haze and noise produced during construction to protect the site
environment.
Beijing Institute wanted to create a building that would enhance the
vitality and attractiveness of the city. As the prime location for the 2022
Hangzhou Asian Games, the center’s completion and successful operation will significantly enhance the international influence of Hangzhou
as well as its attractiveness as an international tourist destination.
The project will also help activate development in the southern region
of Hangzhou, which is in a period of transition and looking to develop
further. The structure’s successful construction will also provide a
prime example of how to complete a project of this magnitude properly, leading the way for architectural design of similar projects around
the world.
AIDAN MERCER joined Bentley (www.bentley.com) in 2010 and is currently
industry marketing director for AEC. He has held various roles in geospatial
and utilities marketing with Bentley and previously held various marketing roles
in similar high-tech organizations. Mercer’s global responsibilities include reality
modeling and smart city initiatives.

STRUCTURES + BUILDINGS

Devastation (left image) following the 1906 earthquake that dramatically impacted the economic and social growth of San Francisco compared with the “West Coast’s most
resilient skyscraper,” the 181 Fremont tower (right image, center), designed to withstand a 475-year seismic event with minimal disruption. Ironically, the tower stands one block
from the corner seen in the 1906 photo. Credit: (left image) California State Library; (right image) Jay Paul Company

Immediate occupancy
performance codes

are damaged, sometimes permanently, if businesses, schools, utilities,
transportation, and other essential operations are out of service for an
extended period,” said Therese McAllister, manager of NIST’s Community Resilience Program and another report author.

After an earthquake, hurricane, tornado, or other natural hazard,
it’s considered a win if no one gets hurt and buildings stay standing. But an even bigger victory is possible: keeping those structures
operational. This outcome could become more likely with improved
standards and codes for the construction of residential and commercial
buildings, according to a new report recently delivered to the U.S. Congress by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The infamous 1906 San Francisco earthquake provides a dramatic
example of that impact. In the half-century following the 1840s Gold
Rush in California, San Francisco was the fastest growing metropolitan
area in the region. That all changed on April 18, 1906, when the quake
and resulting fires destroyed 80 percent of the city, killed about 3,000
residents and left nearly 300,000 people — three-fourths of the population — homeless, out of work, and without essential services. Though
San Francisco rebuilt quickly, the disaster diverted trade, industry, and
people south to Los Angeles, which then supplanted the “City by the
Bay” as the largest, most important urban center in the western United
States.

NIST details steps to keep buildings functioning
after natural hazards.

“Current standards and codes focus on preserving lives by reducing the
likelihood of significant building damage or structural collapse from
hazards,” said Steven McCabe, director of the NIST-led, multiagency
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) and one of
the authors of the new publication. “But they generally don’t address
the additional need to preserve quality of life by keeping buildings
habitable and functioning as normally as possible, what we call ‘immediate occupancy.’ The goal of our report is to put the nation on track
to achieve this performance outcome.”
The impact of a natural hazard on a community is usually most evident
in the lives lost and physical destruction, but the accompanying economic shock, social disruptions, and reduced quality of life can often
be devastating as well. “Cities and towns can be rebuilt, but lifestyles

Even with modern building codes and standards in place, there is still
room for improvement, as evidenced by the massive damage from the
May 2011 tornado in Joplin, Mo., and the three major 2017 hurricanes
striking Texas, Florida, and Puerto Rico.
“Immediate occupancy performance measures would help avoid catastrophes because they could build up a community’s resiliency against
natural hazards so that people still can live at home, still can go to
work, and still can have the supporting infrastructure providing them
services such as water and electricity,” McCabe said.
In 2017, Congress tasked NIST to define what it would take to achieve
immediate occupancy performance codes and standards for all buildings in all types of natural hazards, specifically in terms of fundamental
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research needs, possible technological applications based on that research, and key strategies that could be used to implement any resulting regulations.

sure that the cost of keeping buildings functional after natural hazards
remains reasonable enough that everyone will be able to afford them,”
McCabe said.

The result of that effort is the new NIST report, Research needs to
support immediate occupancy building performance objective following natural hazard events (NIST Special Publication 1224). The
publication identifies a large portfolio of research and implementation
activities that target enhanced performance objectives for residential
and commercial buildings.

The report also discusses key challenges facing the effort to make
buildings functional in the wake of natural hazards, such as motivating
communities to make the investment, managing how costs and benefits
are balanced, and garnering public support.

“The report provides valuable information about steps that could be
taken to achieve immediate occupancy in the future,” McAllister said.
The potential research activities presented in the report to Congress
were developed with the assistance of a steering committee of recognized experts and stakeholder input obtained during a national workshop hosted by NIST in January 2018. Workshop participants identified
four key areas that they believe must be considered when developing
plans to achieve immediate occupancy performance: building design,
community needs, economic and social impacts, and fostering acceptance and use of new practices.
For example, the report states that immediate occupancy performance
measures must be developed, established, and implemented with a sensitivity to how they will economically affect building owners, business
operators, occupants, and even whole communities. “You have to make

Finally, the report concludes by recognizing that “increasing the performance goals for buildings would not be easily achieved, but the
advantages may be substantial” and that making such objectives a
reality “would entail a significant shift in practice for development,
construction, and maintenance or retrofit of buildings.” The report, its
authors state, is the first step toward creating an action plan to achieve
immediate occupancy across the nation with coordinated and detailed
research goals and implementation activities.
“Our report outlines the steps that could be taken for a big raise of the
bar — perhaps the biggest change in building standards and codes in 50
years — but one we believe is possible,” McCabe said.
NIST Special Publication 1224 is available at
https://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1224.
Information provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(www.nist.gov).

Assessing earthquake
hazards

New simulations break down potential impact of a major quake by
building location and size.
By Christina Procopiou

With unprecedented resolution, scientists and engineers are simulating
precisely how a large-magnitude earthquake along the Hayward Fault
would affect different locations and buildings across the San Francisco Bay Area. A team from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(Berkeley Lab) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, both
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) national labs, is leveraging powerful supercomputers to portray the impact of high-frequency ground
motion on thousands of representative different-sized buildings spread
out across the California region.
Their work — part of DOE’s Exascale Computing Project — is im-
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Images resulting from recent simulations at NERSC show the distribution of ground
motion intensity across the San Francisco Bay Area region 10 seconds after a largemagnitude earthquake along the Hayward Fault. Image: Berkeley Lab

portant to showing how different seismic wave frequencies of ground
motion affect structures of various sizes. Lower-frequency ground
motion is known to affect larger structures and is easier to replicate by
computer simulation. Small structures like homes are more vulnerable

to high-frequency shaking, which requires more advanced computing
to simulate.

who cite evidence supporting the idea that the East Bay fault is overdue
for a major earthquake.

According to David McCallen, a senior scientist in the Earth and Environmental Sciences Area at Berkeley Lab, their simulations allow
scientists to gain a more realistic picture of the impact that a major
earthquake would have on a region. “Historically, seismic experts have
used empirical evidence from previous earthquakes to assess earthquake hazard and risk at regional scale,” McCallen said. “While important, data about ground motion characteristics and resulting structural
damage extrapolated from an earthquake that occurred halfway across
the world are only so helpful to improving our understanding of how
well our California infrastructure could endure seismic stress.

The national lab researchers leveraged Cori’s supercomputing power
to simulate ground motions at a broad range of frequencies, which
are then used in a second computer program for building response,
to quantify seismic risk for representative building structures on a
regional scale. A total of 9,600 structural dynamic simulations were
employed and analyzed to study the risk variation on a 100-kilometer
by 50-kilometer domain for two events — one at magnitude 6.5 and
another at magnitude 7.

Typical computers are only capable of replicating the low-frequency ground motion
that impacts taller structures the most. Smaller buildings are more susceptible to
high-frequency ground motion, which can only be simulated using supercomputers
capable of high-frequency computation. Image: Berkeley Lab

At the recent National Conference on Earthquake Engineering (NCEE),
the team described simulation advancements indicating that event
magnitude and ground displacement are positively correlated; that two
buildings with the same number of stories 2.4 miles apart and equidistant to the fault line could suffer damages to a far different degree;
and that three-story buildings are less sensitive than 40-story buildings
to the significant increase in long-period ground motion (exceeding 1
second) that would accompany a large-magnitude earthquake.
At Berkeley Lab, McCallen leads a program focused on integrating advanced technologies and data analysis to enable risk-informed seismic
design of critical infrastructure, such as bridges and the power grid.
He said that the ability to produce such high-resolution, physics-based
simulations as the team has done on the Cori supercomputer represents
a transformational era now underway for assessing earthquake hazard
(ground motion) and the resulting risk (building damage) on a regional
scale.
Because it runs through the East Bay, the most populated subregion of
the San Francisco Bay Area, the Hayward Fault is considered one of
the most dangerous faults in the United States. The fault hasn’t generated a major earthquake since 1868, a source of concern for experts

A critical factor affecting earthquake damage to buildings and structures
is seismic wave frequency, or the rate at which an earthquake wave
repeats each second. Because of this, researchers, including Livermore
Lab’s computational scientist Anders Petersson and seismologist Arthur Rodgers, have been working with Berkeley Lab’s Hans Johansen
to advance the existing SW4 code. This code was originally developed
by Petersson for simulating three-dimensional seismic wave propagation.
“While working closely with the [National Energy Research Scientific
Center] (NERSC) operations team in a simulation last week, we used
essentially the entire Cori machine — 8,192 nodes, and 524,288 cores
— to execute an unprecedented 5-hertz run of the entire San Francisco
Bay Area region for a magnitude 7 Hayward Fault earthquake. The
run was executed in 9 hours and 11 minutes of wall clock time,” said
McCallen. “The code developments necessary for this run are moving
us toward our ultimate goal of a full exascale application.”
The fact that buildings respond differently to certain seismic wave
frequencies based on their size was evidenced by the most recent simulations of high-magnitude earthquakes along the Hayward Fault. These
showed an increase in damage potential for the 40-story building —
more than for the three-story building — as the earthquake increased
in magnitude from 6.5 to 7 at 5 hertz due to the significant increase in
ground motion at longer periods of vibration. Other results indicate
that ground motion and the potential for structural damage could vary
between sites in relatively close proximity.
Their simulations showed that two buildings with the same number of
stories equidistant from the fault line and only approximately 3 miles
apart can have a substantially different damage potential due to the
differences in which seismic waves emanating from the fault merge
together. Buildings in proximity to the fault rupture and fault-rupture
directivity zone were found to be at greater risk of damage from the
earthquakes, and fault-slip-associated permanent ground displacement
was shown to increase with event magnitude.
Without the NERSC computing resources making it possible to execute these earthquake event scenarios for so many locations and
structures at such high resolution so quickly, it would not be possible
to produce such accurate site-specific depictions of structural risk.The
researchers believe that such precise physics-based representations of
the potential for damages will ultimately provide a more accurate and
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complete picture of the interaction between seismic ground motion and
structural damage.
“Simulations can both increase understanding of and reduce uncertainties about the very complex processes at play in earthquake science and
engineering,” said McCallen. “It’s become clear that our ability to accurately assess earthquake hazard and risk at regional scale can benefit

from physics-based simulations that allow us to depict the impact of
seismicity on site-specific ground motion and structures in the areas
most vulnerable to these potentially devastating events.”

Information provided by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (www.lbl.gov).

East versus West Coast
earthquakes
Fewer quakes occur but with bigger stakes in the East.

Why was an earthquake in Virginia felt at more than twice the distance
than a similar-sized earthquake in California? The answer is one that
many people may not realize. Earthquakes east of the Rocky Mountains can cause noticeable ground shaking at much farther distances
than comparably sized earthquakes in the West.
A magnitude 5.8 earthquake in 2011 in Mineral, Va., was felt as far as
600 miles from the epicenter. Tens of millions of people in the eastern United States and southeastern Canada felt this earthquake. For
comparison, a magnitude 6.0 earthquake in 2014 in Napa, Calif., was
felt only as far as 250 miles from the epicenter. Despite the Napa earthquake releasing about twice as much energy as the Virginia earthquake
and causing much more damage near the epicenter, it wasn’t felt nearly
as far away.
As another example, the magnitude 4.1 earthquake that occurred in
December 2017 near Dover, Del., was felt approximately 200 miles
from the epicenter. The region that felt this earthquake is about the
same size as that of the much larger California event, which released
about 700 times more energy.
Scientists are researching a variety of factors that influence regional
differences in the intensity and effects of earthquakes. Some of the
factors have to do with the nature of the underlying tectonic plates
and their geologic history. Others are connected to the size and age of
buildings.
Eastern North America has older rocks, some of which formed hundreds of millions of years before those in the West. These older formations have been exposed to extreme pressures and temperatures,
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This graphic demonstrates that ground shaking from earthquakes is amplified
at sites with sediment compared to those with harder bedrock. The upper panel
shows ground shaking at bedrock and sediment sites in Washington, D.C., from an
earthquake in North Carolina. The lower panel shows ground shaking in DC from an
earthquake in Alaska.

making them harder and often denser. Faults in these older rocks have
also had more time to heal, which allows seismic waves to cross them
more effectively when an earthquake occurs.
In contrast, rocks in the West are younger and broken up by faults
that are often younger and have had less time to heal. So when an
earthquake occurs, more of the seismic wave energy is absorbed by the
faults and the energy doesn’t spread as efficiently.
Many of the older structures in the East, such as buildings and bridges
built before the 1970s, were not designed to endure earthquakes and
therefore may not fare well. The recent earthquakes that struck near

27 temporary seismometers throughout DC to study variations in the
strength of earthquake ground shaking. The instruments recorded
ground motions from 30 earthquakes around the world during the 10
months they were in place.
Scientists confirmed that shaking is amplified in the parts of DC
underlain by a thin layer of sediments compared with areas built on
more solid, harder bedrock. This is because the energy in the seismic
waves can move the lighter, weaker sediments more easily than the
harder bedrock, and that energy gets “trapped” and echoes multiple
times within the sediments.

Map of USGS “Did You Feel It?” data shows that earthquakes east of the Rocky
Mountains are felt over larger areas than earthquakes in the West.

While this amplification effect has been well documented in some
western cities, including Seattle, Los Angeles, and San Francisco,
this is the first study that directly measured the effect in the nation’s
capital. It was previously suspected to occur in Washington, D.C.,
and had been found in other cities such as Boston.
Other major cities in the central and eastern United States with
similar geology that could lead to amplified ground shaking include
Trenton, N.J.; Wilmington, Del.; Baltimore; Richmond, Va.; and
Columbia, S.C. Similar deposits also underlie cities in the Mississippi Valley and Gulf Coast, notably Memphis, Tenn., near the New
Madrid Seismic Zone.
The new results about amplification and the more efficient energy
transmission in the East are part of an increased understanding and
awareness of earthquake hazards in central and eastern U.S. cities.
This information is especially useful to engineers and architects
when designing buildings and retrofitting existing structures.

Damage at the Sherman Building in Washington, D.C., caused by the magnitude 5.8
earthquake in August 2011 in Mineral, Va. Photo: EHT Traceries

Christchurch, New Zealand showed the damage that infrequent
earthquakes can do to a region with older structures. With that said,
modern buildings are being constructed to newer design standards,
and there has been progress in retrofitting many older buildings in
the East. In the West, older structures are often retrofitted, and new
structures are designed to withstand strong shaking.
Furthermore, smaller structures such as houses could experience
stronger and more damaging shaking in the East. Earthquakes in
the East tend to cause higher-frequency shaking compared with
similar events in the West. Shorter structures are more susceptible
to damage during fast shaking, whereas taller structures are more
susceptible during slow shaking.
Shaking in Washington, D.C.
An example of the earthquake hazard in the eastern U.S. is provided
by the surprising level of high-intensity ground shaking that occurred in Washington, D.C., during the 2011 Virginia earthquake.
This shaking caused well-publicized damage to some historic
buildings, even though the earthquake was moderate in size and its
epicenter was 80 miles from the city.
To learn more, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) scientists deployed

Assessing earthquake hazards
The geology of the eastern United States and the relatively sparse
history of earthquakes to study make it difficult for scientists to
assess how frequently earthquakes will occur and how large they
can be. Eastern earthquakes are more of a mystery because they do
not take place at a plate boundary where most other earthquakes
originate. Scientists do not fully understand the state of stress within
tectonic plates, and they are studying how stresses accumulate and
evolve and how earthquakes are triggered.
Scientists also do not know precisely where most active faults are
located in the East. Most faults have not had major earthquakes or
movement in the past few million years, and the faults that are active
may only have earthquakes every few thousand or tens of thousands
of years. Furthermore, any evidence of past earthquakes on the
land’s surface in the eastern U.S. is often obscured by vegetation or
is more subdued because of erosion.
Conversely, the West has more active faults and many areas with
sparse vegetation, meaning earthquakes can leave clear markings
that inform research on earthquake history, size, and effects.
The National Science Foundation and the USGS recently added new
seismic stations in the central and eastern United States, creating
a more robust network that augments the monitoring by university
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partners. USGS scientists also are working with university collaborators on several research projects. For example, they are searching parts
of Virginia and the Carolinas for evidence of strong earthquake shaking in the past, monitoring earthquakes and studying faults near the
2011 earthquake in Virginia and the 1886 earthquake in Charleston,
S.C., and conducting detailed studies of the seismically active central
Virginia region.
As far as predicting earthquakes, no reliable short-term earthquake
prediction method has ever been developed. Nor do scientists expect to
develop a method in the foreseeable future. However, using scientific

data — such as fault locations and patterns of earthquakes over many
years — probabilities can be calculated for future earthquakes, and
that information is used in development of building codes. Furthermore, the USGS and its partners are working to develop a prototype
Earthquake Early Warning System for the West Coast of the U.S. called
ShakeAlert. The system does not predict earthquakes, but once an
earthquake happens, it could provide a few seconds to tens of seconds
of warning before seismic waves arrive and cause strong shaking.
Information provided by the U.S. Geological Survey (www.usgs.gov).

Concrete thermal cooling
Hydronic piping system keeps concrete foundation temperature
constant during curing.
Crosslinked polyethylene (PEX) pipe is usually found in traditional

radiant heating and cooling systems, but recently it was used in a new
application that is gaining popularity. More than 20 miles of flexible,
durable PEX tubing enabled 82 million pounds of concrete to properly
cure for the base of the recently opened Wilshire Grand Center in Los
Angeles. Named Project of the Year for the Building & Construction
Division of the Plastics Pipe Institute, Inc. (PPI), it won the award for
the PEX tubing manufacturer, Uponor, Inc. (Apple Valley, Minn.).
Opened in 2017, the 2.1 million-square-foot Wilshire Grand Center is
the tenth tallest building in the United States and is designed to achieve
LEED Gold certification. During construction, a new trend in commercial building construction was used. Called concrete thermal cooling,
it is a hydronic piping system that kept the concrete foundation at an
even temperature as it cured, which prevented cracking. Uponor’s 3/4inch PEX tubing was intertwined throughout the rebar in the concrete
base of the 21,200-cubic-yard foundation that was poured in less than
19 hours. This accomplishment set a Guinness World Record for the
largest continuous concrete pour in a 24-hour period.
“To say the least, this project was on the magnitude of building a pyramid in Egypt,” said Tony Radoszewski, CAE, president of PPI. “The
foundation is a massive block of concrete that needed to be poured
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More than 20 miles of Uponor PEX tubing was installed in the foundation of the
Wilshire Grand Center to help cool the concrete slab as it cured.

cooling by circulating 40,000 gallons of water chilled to 40°F. The
water ran through the system and was monitored by 24 sensors for two
weeks. Afterwards, the tubing was filled with grout and remained in
the slab.
More than 100,000 feet of Uponor’s 3/4-inch PEX tubing helped cool
the concrete as it cured. It was critical for the temperature of the curing
concrete to be kept below 160°F. The tubing, which was spaced at 6
inches on center, dropped down 18 feet from the HDPE supply header
and looped back up.
According to Mike Martin, piping department manager of Couts Heating and Cooling, Inc. (Corona, Calif.), the installing contractor for the
tubing cooling system, PEX was the ideal product for the application
due to the pipe’s durability and fast installation.
“The lighter weight of PEX made it easier to move around the jobsite,”
he said, “and its extreme flexibility made it fast and easy to install
around the rebar in the base of the structure. Also, PEX is very forgiving — the installers were walking on it and dumping concrete on it
and it never damaged the pipe. Plus, any kinks in the pipe were easily
repaired with a quick shot of heat from a heat gun, which is a big
advantage for certain PEX tubing. This eliminated the need to add in
couplings in the slab. Additionally, because PEX is available in long,
continuous coil lengths up to 1,000 feet, it made the installation much
quicker as installers didn’t have to stop to make connections. The longer coil lengths also minimized scrap waste on the jobsite.”

At 1,100 feet tall with 73 stories, the Wilshire Grand Center in Los Angeles is the tenth
tallest building in the United States and the tallest building west of the Mississippi
River.

without interruption and kept at a specific temperature in order to
maintain structural integrity. To do this successfully in less than 24
hours, it required more than 400 workers, eight concrete plants, 208
mixers, and more than 2,000 truckloads. But all that work and dedication by the crews would have been wasted if that foundation cracked.
The miles of the PEX tubing prevented that from happening. It was an
amazing feat, one that our members agreed should be recognized as the
Project of the Year.”
Radoszewski and the division’s director of engineering, Lance MacNevin, P. Eng., presented the award to Uponor during the association’s
annual membership meeting in May at the Coeur d’ Alene Resort in
Idaho.
The slab, 84 feet below street level, is 17 feet, 7 inches thick. The PEX
tubing system was designed to draw off the exothermic heat during

According to Martin, these concrete thermal cooling systems are becoming one of the latest trends in commercial construction to keep
concrete from cracking, and helping buildings and bridges maintain
structural integrity. More and more general contractors are reaching
out to this company to do these types of jobs, creating a new application for PEX piping in large commercial structures. Wilshire Grand
Center was the first concrete thermal cooling system for Couts. Since
then, the company has completed two bridges with concrete thermal
cooling systems using PEX as the heat transfer tubing.
“Using flexible, durable PEX tubing in the Wilshire Grand Center
ensured a solid, strong concrete foundation free from cracking and
structural compromise,” MacNevin said. “Its durability stands up to
high temperatures, pressures, and jobsite rigors, and its lighter weight
makes it easy to maneuver around the jobsite and install. Since the
1970s, PEX has been used for hydronic heating and cooling applications, helping designers to achieve high building efficiency and occupant comfort. And now, PEX is being used for concrete thermal
cooling systems, providing even more benefits for structures around
the globe.”
Information provided by the Plastics Pipe Institute, Inc. (www.plasticpipe.org),
which represents all segments of the plastic pipe industry. PPI conducts its
Projects of the Year program annually to recognize the use of plastic pipe in
exceptional applications. Submissions are reviewed, evaluated, and voted on
by PPI members.
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According to Anderson Regional Joint Water System officials, the effectiveness of the preoxidation process is bringing operational efficiencies to its media filtration system and
reducing the amount of chemicals needed in the process.

Treating algal blooms
in source water with
advanced oxidation

Taste and odor issues in South Carolina drinking water are resolved
through a formulaic approach.
By Steve Green and Stephanie Smith

After conventional treatment methods did not resolve ongoing taste

and odor issues in their finished potable water, officials of the Anderson
Regional Joint Water System (ARJWS) explored advanced treatment
technologies to ensure they could continue to provide palatable water
to their 200,000 customers in Upstate South Carolina.
The ARJWS pumps about 48 million gallons per day (mgd) from Lake
Hartwell to 15 municipalities and agencies. Although the drinking
water met drinking water quality standards, ARJWS was receiving
hundreds of complaints each week of musty-smelling and bad-tasting
water caused by nontoxic compounds in the lake. For many utilities
like ARJWS that rely on surface water, the presence of unpleasant
taste and odors in drinking water is a serious and increasingly frequent
concern, requiring sustainable and holistic solutions.
ARJWS officials were intent on solving these issues and engaged engineering consultants Goodwyn, Mills and Cawood (GMC) to implement
a $13.5 million treatment system upgrade at the facility. GMC teamed
up with water technology provider Xylem Inc. to begin the multiphase
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process of determining the most viable treatment option in terms of
treatment objectives, life-cycle costs, and total cost of ownership.
Water quality issues at ARJWS were the result of the increasing occurrence of harmful algae blooms (HABs) in Lake Hartwell. Heavy rains
in 2013 led to elevated runoff of algae-stimulating nutrients into the
lake, and with warm summer temperatures, conditions were perfect
for an algal bloom. A larger bloom in 2014 — and evidence that algal
blooms were increasing in duration and frequency throughout the region — made it clear that the problem was unlikely to subside in the
foreseeable future.
Across the United States, many types of algae can cause HABs in both
freshwater and marine systems. In freshwater drinking water sources,
HABs are typically an overgrowth of cyanobacteria, also known as
blue-green algae. Cyanobacteria are best known for their production of
potentially harmful toxins, which can be released in even heavier doses
as the algae die and their cells break open. The danger presented by the
toxins depends on the type and amount produced, and toxins have been
an area of intense focus for state agencies and the EPA, tasked with
overseeing the provision of safe drinking water.
Cyanobacteria also produce nontoxic compounds like geosmin and
2-Methylisoborneol (MIB), the source of the “dirty-tasting” water that
had plagued ARJWS from 2013 to 2017. In 2014 alone, geosmin and
MIB levels increased from about 50 to 2,000 parts per trillion, very
high levels considering most people can sense the smell or taste at
concentrations of 10 to 20 parts per trillion.
Conventional treatment systems can be overwhelmed by these algal
compounds during an intense bloom. Prevention of algal growth is a

global challenge due to climate change and intensive agricultural practices, things that water managers have little control over. Removing
the algae upon intake is possible with coagulation or filtration, but the
sheer volume of biomass is difficult for water treatment plants to manage, and processes that cause the cells to die can worsen the situation
because the toxins and odorous compounds are released into the water.
Once released into the water, treatment options become fairly narrow.
Officials at the ARJWS were familiar with all of these challenges.
They tried various recommended best practices such as copper- and
peroxide-based algaecides for in-lake treatment. Adding powder activated carbon and chlorine dioxide within the treatment plant to adsorb
and oxidize the objectionable compounds also met with limited success due to the high concentrations being generated by the HABs.
The goals of the water treatment plant upgrade were to eliminate seasonal taste and odor events and color associated with naturally occurring iron and manganese and establish resilience against algae-linked
compounds and other contaminants of emerging concern (CECs).
A construction management at risk project delivery approach was chosen to ensure success, meet the aggressive schedule, and provide the
most value through a collaborative relationship among the designer,
builder, and equipment supplier.
Xylem provided treatability testing and analysis of four treatment options: ozone along with various combinations of three advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) — ozone, hydrogen peroxide, and/or ultraviolet
(UV) light — to meet the treatment goals.
Ozone is generated by means of a silent electrical discharge in an
oxygen-containing gas. As soon as ozone is introduced into water, any
hazardous pollutants present are effectively degraded through oxidation without creating harmful chlorinated byproducts or significant
residues. By decomposing into oxygen as it reacts, ozone provides a
cost-effective and environmentally responsible alternative to oxidation
with chlorine, absorption (activated carbon), or separation processes
(reverse osmosis).
AOP is the combination of two or more processes to generate hydroxyl
(OH-) radicals. Compared to other oxidants, OH- radicals have considerably higher oxidation potential, and once formed in water they
immediately attack virtually all existing oxidizable substances. The
high degradation performance and the quick reaction kinetics of AOP
provide the formula for success when it comes to eliminating numerous persistent contaminants.
The processes used in AOP — ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
UV radiation, and chlorine — are powerful treatment technologies
by themselves. The key to selecting the best AOP solution is to find
the right combination of these processes to most efficiently generate
OH- radicals that reduce the seemingly nondegradable contaminants,
rendering them harmless.
Many of the treatments to adsorb or destroy toxins and taste and odor
compounds are also effective for CECs. HAB impacts can be seasonal

in nature, so a complete analysis considers turndown capabilities and
the associated savings for an accurate life-cycle cost. In addition, the
overall analysis should consider future treatment objectives and anticipate future regulation to the extent possible.
At ARJWS, four rounds of rigorous bench-scale testing at varying
oxidant doses and MIB concentrations were performed to provide
critical information on contact time, chemical dose, equipment dimensions, equipment head loss, and energy requirements. All technologies
proved effective in removing MIB from an influent concentration of
400 ng/L to 4 ng/L — below the threshold detectable to humans.
This comprehensive and formulaic approach, combined with the capabilities of Xylem’s AOP treatability testing lab, led to selection of the
ozone + peroxide process for ARJWS due to its ability to feed ozone
alone and augment with peroxide for quenching ozone residuals. This
process was considered the most viable option to address current and
future taste and odor, color, and CEC impacts for the lowest combined
capital and operating costs over the expected project life. Over a 20year period, Ozone AOP was the least costly at an estimated capital
cost of $12.5 million and an annual operations and maintenance cost
of $378,000.
As the project moved into the design phase, GMC selected Xylem to
provide the full-scale system because of its ability to provide a costeffective, reliable solution on an accelerated timeline. Xylem also
ensured optimization of the overall plant upgrade design concurrently
with the equipment manufacturing process.
The project was completed ahead of schedule and under budget by
general contractor Brasfield & Gorrie, coming online in the spring
of 2018, just in time for the beginning of the seasonal algae blooms.
ARJWS officials report they are completely satisfied with the solution and say the effectiveness of the preoxidation process is bringing
operational efficiencies to its media filtration system and reducing the
amount of chemicals needed in the process.
At the start of the algae bloom season, the system is measuring MIB
of 11.2 and 17.7 ng/L and geosmin of 0.5 to 4 ng/L in the inlet of the
system and non-detect in the outlet. Xylem and utility managers will
continue close monitoring of the system as higher inlet levels of MIB
and geosmin are expected through the summer months.
For other utilities experiencing threats to their source water due to nutrient pollution, AOP treatment technology is an increasingly attractive
solution. While there are no general rules regarding which processes
are the most cost effective due to the unique circumstances at each facility, lab or pilot testing provides valuable information on the most viable treatment options so utilities can confidently provide high-quality,
clean, safe, and reliable drinking water to their customers.
STEVE GREEN is the Water Utilities business development manager for Xylem
Inc. (www.xylem.com/en-us), based in Portland, Ore. He is an advisor member
of the Water Design Build Council (https://waterdesignbuild.com), a not-forprofit organization dedicated to evolving best practices in water design-build
delivery. STEPHANIE SMITH is product manager, Environmental Monitoring
Systems, Xylem Inc. She is based in Columbus, Ohio.
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A shift to anaerobic
processing

Demonstration plant tests Stanford technology for treating
wastewater while creating energy.
By Tom Abate and Andy Myers

Billions of years ago, when Earth’s atmosphere reeked of unbreathable
gases, microbes evolved in the absence of oxygen. As Earth matured
and the nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere formed, these anaerobic, or
oxygen-averse, bacteria retreated into the mud of the ocean floor and
other environments where they would be safe from oxygen-rich air.

Now, Stanford environmental engineers Craig Criddle and Bill Mitch
are putting these ancient microorganisms to work in the largest demonstration of a more cost-effective wastewater treatment process,
supported by a $2 million grant from the California Energy Commission. Smaller plants based on anaerobic bacteria are currently treating
wastewater in South Korea and on the Stanford campus.
Working closely with environmental engineers from Silicon Valley
Clean Water (SVCW), a water treatment utility, the Stanford team will
help build and operate a small anaerobic treatment plant in Redwood
Shores, Calif., alongside the large conventional plant that purifies
wastewater for a quarter million people and businesses from Redwood
City to Menlo Park.
The group has broken ground on the demonstration plant, which is
slated to come on line in fall 2018. It will eventually process 20,000
gallons of wastewater per day to provide validation and operating experience for what could become a full-scale plant capable of processing millions of gallons of wastewater per day.
“Anaerobic processing can reduce energy use and decrease costs, and
make wastewater treatment more sustainable” said Criddle, a professor
of civil and environmental engineering.
In addition to cost-effectiveness, the researchers believe anaerobic
processing could prove better at filtering household and industrial
chemicals out of the waste stream so that the treated water can drip
back underground to replenish aquifers or even, one day, yield water
pure enough to irrigate the garden or even quench one’s thirst.
“Anaerobic treatment is a fundamental shift in water recycling technology,” said Mitch, also a professor of civil and environmental engineering.
Aerobic vs. anaerobic
For over a century, wastewater treatment has relied on aerobic bacteria
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that require oxygen to survive. Wastewater treatment plants provide
that oxygen with huge and costly electrically powered blowers.
“The time has come for a technology change,” said Eric Hansen, the
Stanford-trained civil engineer spearheading SVCW’s involvement in
the project. “Taking those blowers out of the process helps to reduce
the cost of water recovery and makes municipal treatment operations
more sustainable.”
Reducing cost is just one advantage of wastewater treatment based on
anaerobic bacteria, according to Sebastien Tilmans, the civil engineer
who runs the Codiga Resource Recovery Center on the Stanford campus. At Codiga, which has a smaller version of the technology, the
oxygen-averse bacteria clean wastewater and belch out methane. The
output natural gas can be burned as fuel or used as a chemical feedstock to make biodegradable plastics. That, Tillman said, exemplifies
a change in thinking.
“The concept of waste doesn’t exist in nature,” he said. “Every byproduct of some natural process is an input for another. All the things we
flush down the toilet or into sewers — water, energy, fertilizer — can
be recovered as valuable byproducts of the anaerobic process.”
Welcome to the methane world
Anaerobic water treatment technology was pioneered decades ago
by Stanford environmental engineer Perry McCarty, now a professor
emeritus. But back in the 1950s, when he first began working with
these oxygen-averse, methane-making bacteria, energy seemed cheap
and inexhaustible. There was no compelling reason to test an energysaving alternative.
Over the ensuing decades, as costs for energy and biosolids disposal
rose, anaerobic processing gradually became more appealing. In 2008,
McCarty helped build a unique anaerobic treatment system in the South
Korean city of Bucheon that proved highly effective for wastewater
treatment. In 2016, Stanford researchers built a slightly larger system
at the Codiga facility, which became the first such plant in the Western
Hemisphere. The new demo plant at Redwood City will be the largest,
and only the third anaerobic treatment plant of this type in the world.
Downstream benefits
Once in the plant, wastewater passes through a silo of anaerobic bacteria that slowly digest the waste. Water then squeezes through an ultrafiltration membrane to eliminate bacteria and is then clean enough for
landscape irrigation and some industrial applications. With the help of
advanced treatment systems donated by the Santa Clara Valley Water
District and others, the group will also examine the water’s suitability
for further treatment prior to reuse as drinking water.
In addition to its energy efficiency, an anaerobic treatment system
needs less space than traditional wastewater treatment plants, which
require huge tanks and more complex filtration systems. An industrial-

A new wastewater treatment plant under construction in Redwood Shores will be the largest to test Stanford-developed technology that significantly reduces the cost of cleaning
water. Photo: Kurt Hickman

scale anaerobic plant might be as much as 40 percent smaller than a
conventional plant and produce at least 30 percent less solid waste,
a byproduct that currently must be further treated and trucked away,
generating additional costs and greenhouse gases.
The researchers estimate that a full-scale anaerobic plant capable of
operating at 15 million gallons per day might save as much as $3,000
per day in energy demand — $1 million per year — over a comparable aerobic plant. Factoring in other savings from the more efficient
process, the researchers estimate a potential savings of more than $2
million per year.
Looking to the future
In addition to saving space and money, the Stanford researchers said
that their anaerobic process has yet another benefit: the ability to digest
pharmaceutical drugs and powerful household and industrial herbicides that have proven difficult for standard aerobic bacteria to digest.
That’s why McCarty thinks the future belongs to hardy anaerobes.
“They’ve adapted to the harshest environments on Earth,” he said.
“They can eat most anything.”
The demonstration project at Redwood Shores is currently slated to

operate until March 2021. Whether the project continues and scales up
will depend in part on how well those methane-belching microbes live
up to McCarty’s expectations.
“We believe that this prototype system could benefit electricity ratepayers by offering a sustainable approach to wastewater treatment
given a successful demonstration,” said David Weightman of the California Energy Commission, which funded this project.
Meanwhile, the researchers take the long view. “We’re proposing
changing a technology that hasn’t changed in over a hundred years,”
Hansen said.
Craig Criddle is also a senior fellow of the Stanford Woods Institute for
the Environment (https://woods.stanford.edu), a member of Stanford
Bio-X (https://woods.stanford.edu) and an affiliate of the Precourt
Institute for Energy (https://energy.stanford.edu).
Watch a video about the anaerobic process at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xG2vATxLsFY.

Information provided by Stanford University (www.stanford.edu).
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Mussel control

Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam develops an invasive species
response plan for a south Texas water-diversion project.
By J. Tom Ray, P.E., D.WRE

Transport and delivery of major quantities of raw water sufficient

to support the needs of Houston and surrounding area is a complex,
costly, and environmentally challenging assignment. The Luce Bayou
Interbasin Transfer Project (LBITP), which is currently under construction, is a massive project to divert raw water safely and reliably from
the lower Trinity River to Lake Houston. The Coastal Water Authority
(CWA) planned, designed, and is currently managing construction of
the LBITP.
The purpose of the LBITP is to meet the anticipated water demands of
the Houston area based on population projections and industrial users’
needs and, in doing so, help satisfy the mandate for conversion from
groundwater use to surface water use. By conveying as much as 500
million gallons per day (mgd) of surface water, the LBITP will be a
cornerstone in abetting and controlling subsidence otherwise caused
by groundwater pumping.
The LBITP includes a Trinity River raw water intake structure and
pump station, nearly three miles of dual 96-inch pipeline, a sedimentation basin, and 23.6 miles of canal. The pump station will be located on
the Trinity River at Capers Ridge. The pipeline will extend southwest
approximately three miles along a geological ridge (Capers Ridge) to
the watershed divide between the Trinity River and the Lake Houston
watersheds. The pipeline will then outfall into the sedimentation basin
at the start of the canal. The canal will traverse the lower reaches of
Luce Bayou, which flows into the northeastern corner of Lake Houston. Construction began in 2016 and remains on track for completion
in 2019.

Zebra mussel challenges

The LBITP is a massive, multiple-component project, costing more
than $350 million to build, but a tiny creature about the size of a
thumbnail presents a significant challenge. What this invasive species
lacks in size it makes up for in explosive proliferation. A single female can produce a million offspring. Consequently, zebra mussels are
highly adaptive to new environments, including Texas. Once fertilized,
eggs develop into microscopic veligers. These veligers free-float with
currents for a few weeks and can then quickly grow to adult size.
Within a year, an established zebra mussel population can and often
does reproduce again, multiplying exponentially. Juvenile and adult
zebra mussels will readily attach themselves to pipes and water intake
structures, quickly proliferating and severely constraining the area
available for water supply flow. Such dense growth can clog intake
screens, reduce available pipe diameter, and increase the roughness of
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Invasive zebra mussels — about the size of a thumbnail — can quickly proliferate and
are highly adaptive to new environments, including Texas. Photo: LAN

pipes, which leads to reduced water flow and maintenance issues.
The impacts are also negative for the environment. Zebra mussels
are filter-feeders; an established population can effectively filter lake
waters, lowering the turbidity, increasing light penetration, and overall
negatively impacting the aquatic ecosystem.
The alarming spread and negative impacts of zebra mussels were
recognized by two major federal actions — the 1991 listing of zebra
mussels as an “injurious species” in the Lacey Act and Executive Order
13112. Under the Lacey Act, it is illegal to import or ship between
states any species listed under the act. Under Executive Order 13112,
federal agencies, including the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, are constrained from authorizing any action that is “likely to cause or promote
the introduction or spread” of any invasive species, including zebra
mussels.
In the late 1980s, zebra mussels were found in the Great Lakes and
rapidly spread through the Mississippi River Valley and its tributaries,
reaching Texas in 2009. During the last decade, zebra mussels have
spread like wildfire in many Texas lakes, including several at the upper
Trinity River basin.

Response plan

In 2012, the Corps of Engineers Galveston District notified the CWA of
the requirement to prepare a zebra mussel monitoring and control plan
as a special condition of the Section 404 permit for construction of the
LBITP. Subsequently, CWA hired Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam,

ADVERTORIAL

How Architectural and Engineering Consulting Firms
Can Win More Work
By: William G Handlos, P.E., Presto Geosystems
Why do some A & E consultants perennially get their choice of work? Let’s
face it; most of the time all of the invited and interviewed teams have the
requisite experience and competence to accomplish the stated scope of
work. You’re pretty sure that you have checked all the boxes on your Statement of Qualifications and your written proposal is complete and clearly
shows your team has the design solution experience relevant to the task at
hand. So why do you not have more wins?

Differentiation. You need to make your firm memorable. One way to leave
a lasting impression on a potential client is to show that your team has
knowledge of, and access to, both traditional solutions and to proven nontraditional solutions.
For example, you’re asked to make a proposal to solve severe slope stability
issues for steep slope conditions in an erosive soil condition. You include
examples of terraced wall solutions using gabions to retain the soil.

Broader Solutions to Project Challenges. The first step in becoming a memorable firm starts with exposing your team to new ideas. Professionals on the
Geosystems technical team and our worldwide distribution network can
present unique solution sets that are responsible for saving owners millions of dollars in reduced excavation & base preparation costs, contractors
countless days off schedule, and lower environmental-impact solutions in
place of hard-armoring-and can to help engineers differentiate themselves
from the crowd.

Win more work. Make yourself memorable.
Contact www.prestogeo.com for more information.

You show several success stories in case study format. Rather than stopping
there, you include a less mainstream solution that allows for green vegetation on the face of the walls utilizing geocell technology. While your clients
may not choose to employ this geosynthetic option, they will be impressed
by consultants who offer options and most importantly- you will be remembered as a knowledgeable, innovative, and creative service provider.
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Inc. (LAN), a planning, engineering, and program management firm,
to develop a “tiered, risk-based” response plan. For this purpose, the
Trinity River basin was divided into three areas — an upper area that
included the reservoirs with known zebra mussel occurrence, a middleTrinity area above Lake Livingston, and a lower area that included
Lake Livingston and the river reach to the Capers Ridge diversion site
(see Figure 1).
Each zone was assigned a risk level corresponding to its proximity to
the LBITP facilities. For each zone, specific commitments for response
by CWA commensurate with the potential risk were identified. As the
occurrence of adult zebra mussels progressed downstream toward the
LBITP, the risk of infestation at the Caper Ridge location increased
and the level of CWA’s response efforts multiplied. Two key directives
guided development of the response plan:
• the need to anticipate and respond early to the progression of zebra mussels downstream; and
• the effort to mitigate the potential spread of zebra mussels.
The latter included recognition that zebra mussels had not been found
in Lake Houston and the response plan should include steps to prevent the LBITP becoming a conduit for spreading zebra mussels. The
completed response plan was reviewed and approved by the Galveston District. Upon approval, the CWA began implementation of the
response plan.
Since adult zebra mussels were well established in the upper Zone,
CWA committed to the corresponding response efforts, which included
a vulnerability assessment of the LBITP facilities as described in the
preliminary engineering report. The vulnerability assessment evaluated
LBITP facilities potentially susceptible to zebra mussel infestation,
and, importantly, evaluated means to avert the potential conveyance of
zebra mussels to Lake Houston via the LBITP canals.
In addition, the upper zone response as well as the LBITP Section 404
permit special conditions mentioned above required the CWA to collect, evaluate, and report annually on the occurrence of zebra mussels
in the Trinity River basin. Through the City of Houston, the CWA was
included in the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department’s (TPWD) zebra
mussels outreach program, satisfying another upper zone commitment
for public outreach.

Dense zebra mussel growth can clog intake screens, reduce available pipe diameter,
and increase the roughness of pipes, which leads to reduced water flow and
maintenance issues. Photo: LAN
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Figure 1: LAN’s response plan divided the Trinity River basin into three areas — an
upper area that included the reservoirs with known zebra mussel occurrence, a
middle-Trinity area above Lake Livingston, and a lower area that included Lake
Livingston and the river reach to the Capers Ridge diversion site. Image: LAN

In June 2016, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) documented the
presence of adult zebra mussels in Lake Livingston, the farthest downstream occurrence in the Trinity River. Given Lake Livingston’s proximity to LBITP’s pump station site, this triggered a high-risk response.
Under this response plan, the CWA took the following actions.

Advanced monitoring — The CWA, with assistance from LAN,

established contacts with several agencies and individuals engaged in
zebra mussel monitoring and reporting activities. The group includes
the USGS, North Texas Municipal Water District, Trinity River Authority, Texas Parks & Wildlife Department, Dallas Water Utilities,
and the Tarrant Regional Water District. During the last decade, these
agencies have established monitoring and field inspection efforts for
identifying the presence of zebra mussels.
For reporting to the Corps of Engineers, the CWA prepared an assessment tool that input and organized the data collected. The assessment
tool was further organized to record data geographically, by zones, corresponding to the zones in the CWA zebra mussel response plan. The
CWA agreed to support special studies recommended and conducted
by others that would provide pertinent information on zebra mussels in
the lower Trinity River basin. The combination of monitoring coupled
with the special studies is expected to improve forecasting of the potential risk of zebra mussel occurrence at the project’s diversion facilities.

Rendering shows the Capers Ridge Pump Station, part of the Luce Bayou Interbasin Transfer Project. Image: © Coastal Water Authority

Public awareness campaign — Each summer, TPWD and a co-

alition of partners execute a major public awareness campaign called
Protect the Lakes You Love to encourage boaters to clean, drain, and
dry boats, trailers, and gear before traveling from lake to lake. Boaters
play an important role in stemming the spread of destructive zebra
mussels that can hitch a ride and spread to another lake.
On April 4, 2017 the CWA entered into an agreement to participate with
other cooperating agencies in the Trinity River Basin to support this
campaign directly. Although the outreach is managed by the TPWD
for statewide benefits, the occurrence of adult zebra mussels in Lake
Livingston is expected to focus attention on the lower Trinity River/
Lake Livingston and San Jacinto River/Lake Houston areas. The CWA
provides funds for support of the TWPD statewide outreach program.

Control methods — The final and most critical piece of the re-

sponse plan involved selection and incorporation of control methods.
The preliminary and final engineering design considered the findings
in the project’s vulnerability study as the foundation for these control
measures. The vulnerability study recommended four barriers to be
incorporated during design:
• establish a barrier at the intake (trash racks and intake bays), pump bays,
and pump station to prevent zebra mussel build-up and loss of capacity;
• establish a barrier to prevent loss of capacity in the pipeline;
• establish a zebra mussel downstream transport barrier at the sedimentation basin; and,
• establish zebra mussel control at vulnerable structures along the canal
conveyance to prevent accumulation and downstream transport.
Discussions were held between the design engineers, the CWA project
management staff, and LAN. These sessions resulted in selection and
incorporation of control measures not only to protect the pump station and canal system from zebra mussel infestation that would impair
operations, but also to provide barriers to the transport of viable zebra
mussels via the LBIPT canal operation.
As such, the CWA included the following features for zebra mussel

control in the design phase:
• all sediment collected within the pump station structure will be pumped to
the sedimentation basin;
• anti-foul coatings on the embeds, rails, stop log frames, screens, and stop
gates;
• a flushing system will be incorporated for resuspension of sediment, which
provides benefits to the clearing of zebra mussels;
• pump bays will be isolated and dewatered by using stop gates to allow
physical cleaning;
• screens at intake will be removable for cleaning; and
• provisions for adding controls at the canal to avert downstream transport
of zebra mussels.
The CWA will continue to evaluate the zebra mussel control program
for the LBITP and may include additional controls or supplement the
ones summarized above to provide efficient and effective control.

Conclusion

The response plan and the actions that have resulted from its ongoing
implementation will provide comprehensive assessment of the risk of
zebra mussel infestation at the LBITP. Importantly, the CWA response
recognizes and includes measures to avert the spread of viable zebra
mussels through the LBITP canals downstream to Lake Houston.
Thanks to the CWA’s proactive planning, these measures will ensure
uninterrupted raw water supply at the appropriate quality in the future
for millions of people in Harris and Fort Bend Counties.
The big questions that utility owners deal with are when to start planning and how robust the response needs to be. The CWA prepared a
unique zebra mussels response plan to protect the LBITP facilities.
Similarly, each water agency in Texas should prepare a response plan
tailored to its situation. While it may be impossible to totally eradicate
the threat of zebra mussels, preventing their colonization within facilities and limiting the economic impact is possible.
J. TOM RAY, P.E., D.WRE, is water resources program manager at Lockwood,
Andrews & Newnam, Inc. (LAN; https://lan-inc.com), a planning, engineering,
and program management firm. He can be reached at jtray@lan-inc.com.
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Coastal marshland such as in Terrebonne Parish’s area of interest is notoriously difficult to survey. Photo: Jenneke Visser

The proof is in the
vegetation map
One scientist is combining drone data with image analysis
technology to map coastal marshlands.
By Mary Jo Wagner

It isn’t often that “exhilarating” is used to describe vegetation mapping surveys. But Whitney Broussard, Ph.D., a senior scientist at JESCO, an environmental and geotechnical services company in Jennings,
La., chose that word –– twice –– in describing a drone-based survey
along the state’s coastal marsh.
“Our area of interest (AOI) was 4 kilometers south of the nearest terra
firma,” he said. “We strapped the catapult down on our research boat
and launched the drone off the bow over open water. It was like launching a mini airplane off a mini aircraft carrier. We chased it home doing
40 mph down the canal and then right as the drone was finishing, we
sent the final command for it to land on open grass near a boat launch.
It was exhilarating.”
Part of Broussard’s excitement might have stemmed from that being
his first commercial unmanned aircraft system (UAS) flight. But a
larger contributor to that enthusiasm was the fact that the flight was the
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foundational survey for a successful pilot project testing the viability of
using hyperspatial imagery with object-based image analysis (OBIA)
technology to improve the accuracy and detail of vegetation mapping
in coastal wetlands — environments that are notoriously devilish to
survey.
“Coastal marshland is extremely difficult to map, both from the air
and the ground,” Broussard said. “Accessing it via airboat and foot
can disrupt the vegetation you’re trying to protect. Accuracy is an issue because it can be difficult to establish control and often the GPS
technology used isn’t survey grade. And traditional aerial surveys and
image processing techniques aren’t fine enough to precisely classify
the land/water boundary and varied vegetation.”
However, Broussard’s UAS-OBIA application aims to both provide
a way to help resolve these unique, wetlands-mapping problems and
improve upon traditional survey methodologies. Pairing the UAS image spectral richness with the OBIA intelligent and rapid classifying
abilities, Broussard’s integrated technological solution is not only
beginning to yield new business revenue streams for JESCO, it may
help redefine the business of vegetation mapping for state and local
authorities.

Bucking tradition

Louisiana’s coast is home to 2.5 million residents — more than half the
state’s population — as well as 37 percent of all the coastal marshes
and habitat in the continental U.S. Despite the importance of such vital,

natural resource assets, Louisiana has lost nearly 1,900 square miles of
land since the 1930s. Without action, the coast could lose up to another
4,100 square miles during the next 50 years.
To help combat the natural challenges of its coastline, the state’s
Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority (CPRA), with funding
and support from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the Coastal
Wetlands Planning, Protection and Restoration Act (CWPPRA), established 390 coastal reference monitoring stations (CRMS) across
the entire Louisiana coast to measure the health of the coastal marsh
vegetation and the impacts of erosion.
Although the CPRA and USGS have been routinely mapping and
monitoring the CRMS sites with 1-meter aerial imagery, the coarser
resolution only enables them to map the land/water interface, not
vegetation. Ground surveys have been used to measure the vegetation.
Teams of scientists walk the marsh along predetermined transects, drop
1 square meter of PVC pipe in random locations, record the location
with a handheld GPS, and visually determine the types of vegetation
and their coverage values.

To ensure reliability and accuracy of the UAS data, they set out five
ground control points (GCPs) for each flight block. Carrying a handheld GPS, they navigated to each predefined location, laid down the
elevated target — designed not to disturb the vegetation — and used a
Trimble Geo 7X GNSS handheld unit to record the GCP’s position via
RTK corrections from a VRS network. After a day’s work, the team
had placed 11 GCPs throughout three overlapping flight blocks.
Based on his experience using UAS data for wetlands-mapping research, Broussard knew that collecting imagery over patches of open
water would be a photogrammetry challenge. So in addition to outfitting the UX5 with a Sony Alpha 5100 sensor for natural color (RGB)
imagery, he also added a Sony NEX5 with a modified, near infrared
(NIR) sensor to the drone’s payload. The NIR reflectance values would
help them better delineate the land/water interface and differentiate
between vegetation species.

That traditional approach is time consuming, and the 1-meter imagery
analysis tends to lead to an overestimation of the land cover percentages. Broussard has been using that CRMS data in his research to
calibrate and validate a modeling approach that automatically classifies
UAS imagery and creates vegetation models using Trimble’s eCognition OBIA technology. eCognition works by following user-defined
processing workflows called rule sets to automatically detect and classify specified objects and map them.
“The traditional CRMS data detail and accuracy haven’t been exact
enough to create precise vegetation models,” Broussard said. “When
I began working with JESCO’s drone data, I thought the hyperspatial,
fine-scale imagery would be a natural fit for developing an OBIA-based
technique. Unlike traditional image-processing methodologies, the
OBIA software could handle the high spectral variance and subtleties
of the hyperspatial data. I wanted to test the feasibility of combining
the two technologies to produce meaningful coastal vegetation maps
that could supplement the state’s traditional monitoring programs.”
In the spring of 2016, Broussard got his chance. JESCO had been contracted to fly its Trimble UX5 Multispectral UAS over a restoration
site in Terrebonne Parish, a dense, marshland region near the Gulf of
Mexico. With guidance and field support from his postdoctoral mentor Jenneke Visser, Ph.D., at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette,
Broussard successfully pitched the idea of extending the field work to
fly over a CRMS site in the same area to test his proof-of-concept.

All the colors of the marsh

Broussard chose the nearest 1-square-kilometer CRMS site for his
AOI. Its moderate-sized footprint and simple vegetation pattern offered a nice testbed for the pilot. The UX5 flights were scheduled
for late August 2016, allowing them to capture data during the peak
biomass season.

A comparison of the hyperspatial resolution of UAS data (above) and the traditional
1-meter aerial imagery over the same site at the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge.

Using Trimble’s Aerial Imaging Flight Planning software, Broussard
established three flight blocks over the AOI. All three were flown with
the RGB sensor. The middle block was also flown with the NIR sensor. Launching the drone off their boat about 4 kilometers from the
landing site, the UAS flew at an altitude of 75 meters and speeds of 50
mph. The team followed the drone by boat, maintaining constant communication and line-of-sight for each flight, and then guided the aerial
rover back to the ground. In three hours of total flight time, the UX5
had collected 4,106 images over the entire AOI at a ground sample
distance (GSD) of 2.5 centimeters — data detail that equates to 98.5
billion pixels over 1 square kilometer.
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green, and DSM thresholds and object scale, shape, and compactness
specifications, the rule set first segmented the data stack into meaningful objects that gave more weight to NIR reflectance and compactness
of the objects while also considering the height of the vegetation.
Relying predominantly on the NIR information, Broussard manually
defined a water-mask threshold for the software to use to classify the
water/land objects. Objects with values below his user-defined threshold were classified as water and objects above the threshold were classified as land. To further refine the water/land classification, Broussard
applied a minimum mapping unit (MMU) of 1.3 square meters to the
dataset and instructed eCognition to reclassify all water features less
than the MMU as land.
The land class objects were then merged and re-segmented by first
running a nearly identical multispectral segmentation algorithm, and
then, following user-defined spectral rules, the software identified and
combined new objects with similar spectral signatures. This created
large objects that were compact, circular in shape, and accounted for
the height of the vegetation. Reeds were first classified by analyzing
the average height of the objects (reeds are taller than the surrounding
grasses), and then studying the average difference between the objects
and the surrounding objects.
Broussard uses a Trimble Geo7x with a Zypher antenna and a VRS realtime correction
to survey the “marsh elevation,” a height measurement on the surface of the marsh
soil.

Of the four flights, Broussard chose to use the overlapping RGB and
NIR flights — totaling 1,984 images — as his test-case imagery sources. Using Trimble’s InphoUAS Master software, he first generated two
digital surface models (DSM) — one from the RGB data and one from
the NIR data — and then used the DSMs to produce orthomosaics of
each. The orthomosaics and DSMs had horizontal and vertical accuracies of 2.4 cm. All of those products were used as source data for
eCognition.
“A key advantage of drone data over traditional aerial photography is
the spatial resolution,” Broussard said. “You can see a shadow behind
a leaf, the individual plant stems, and the different color tones from
one leaf to the next. Those intricate reflectance and elevation values
enable you to build point clouds and elevation models that the OBIA
technology can use to accurately delineate land from water and classify
vegetation.”

A mapping success

For the eCognition process, Broussard needed to start by building a
rule set that would instruct the software to methodically isolate and
classify image objects according to his user-defined plan. Integrating
the DSM and color infrared orthomosaic as inputs, Broussard developed a two-tiered rule set to first delineate the land and water, and then
further delineate the land into three vegetation classes: Grass (Spartina
patens), Reed (Phragmites australis), and Other.
Using a multispectral segmentation algorithm defined by NIR, red,
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To classify the Other vegetation, Broussard integrated a Normalized
Green Red Difference Index and Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix
(GLCM) dissimilarity and contrast indices to define the texture values. eCognition used that information to identify the Other vegetation
objects based on a combination of their greenness values and their texture. The remaining land objects were then classified as Grass, which
was the dominant vegetation type for this landscape.
“The magic of eCognition is in its segmentation,” Broussard said.
“Once you have set your parameters within the segmentation process,
eCognition uses those parameters to group pixels into units that share
similar attributes and categorize them. It mimics the human brain’s
process of identifying objects through pattern recognition. Using a
rule set ensures that you are capturing the objects you want classified
because the software won’t deviate from the rules. That’s why OBIA
is able to methodically and repeatedly do something that humans can’t
do.”
Broussard exported the classifications as shapefiles and used ArcGIS to
finalize the cartography and perform a spatial analysis, calculating the
percent coverage for each of the vegetation types and for land versus
water. Based on a comparative analysis with the CPRA’s 2012 data, he
identified 100 percent of the vegetation types, calculated plant heights
to within 88 to 94 percent, and produced a land-water interface map
that was “strikingly more detailed.”
“With drones and OBIA technology, instead of producing point data
every few hundred feet, we produce models every few centimeters,”
Broussard said. “That gives users an incredibly data rich product to
help them better assess vegetation health and to quantify the rate of
wetland loss and changes in the coastal zone.”

Indeed, after presenting their maps to the CPRA in the spring of 2017,
a wetland scientist expressed interest in developing a new drone-based
method for marsh creation monitoring and incorporate it into their
traditional monitoring campaigns this fall.
“That kind of response and validation says that the project was a success,” Broussard said. “And it was a significant test-case success for
JESCO too, which hadn’t been focused on vegetation mapping previously. It’s given us the opportunity to take on more of this work.”

New business takes flight

That new business, in fact, began only a few months after completing
the Terrebonne Parish project, when survey company C.H. Fenstermaker tasked JESCO to survey and classify a wetlands mitigation bank
at the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge (RWR), a 71,500-acre wildlife and
fisheries refuge in southwestern Louisiana.
In an effort to offset ecological losses from infrastructure improvements, the RWR developed a 107-acre wetlands mitigation bank and in
2010 and 2012 planted a variety of wetland grasses across the site. The
refuge first surveyed the area in 2016 using airboats and visual inspections to determine the vegetation species present and their coverages
within a 2-meter by 2-meter piece of PVC on the ground.
Based on that initial survey, scientists were concerned that repeated
measurements of the vegetation with this methodology could be harmful to the wetlands health; airboat trails can lead to permanent damage. The RWR wanted a more non-invasive and accurate approach.

Broussard produced a digital surface model (DSM) of the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge
area of interest based on the UAS natural color and near infrared datasets. The DSM
elevation data was key to differentiating vegetation classes.

In November 2017, Broussard went to the RWR to fly and map the
mitigation bank’s vegetation.
Working in tandem with Fenstermaker surveyor Ricardo Johnson, they
established eight GCPs, setting them at 300- to 600-meter intervals and
using a Trimble R7 base station and R6-4 rover RTK GNSS receiver to
record their positions.
They flew four UX5 flights — two RGB missions and two NIR —
using the same Sony sensors. Given the size and location of the site,
Broussard could control and monitor each 30-minute flight from one
location. In total, the UX5 collected 4,899 images with a 2.5-cm GSD.
Each dataset was used to produce a DSM and an orthomosaic for input
into eCognition.
Having created a “master” rule set from the CRMS project, Broussard only needed to slightly modify the rule set to accommodate the
different vegetation classes. In less than two hours, eCognition had
delineated the land/water boundaries and then classified four objects:
Grass (Spartina sp), Reed (Phragmites australis), Shrub/Scrub, and
Impervious.
“One of the key elements that made it possible to distinguish this particular vegetation was the DSM, which you only get with the drone
data,” Broussard said. “Having the elevation values allowed me to
differentiate the species, particularly the Phragmites australis and the
shrub, which are really challenging because they have similar textures
and NIR reflectance.”

eCognition delineated the land/water and classified the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge
area of interest into four vegetation classes in less than two hours.
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Although Broussard is currently analyzing RWR’s 2016 survey report
to evaluate the accuracy of the classification, the response to the OBIAbased vegetation map from refuge managers has been incredibly positive.
“A detailed, OBIA-based vegetation map gives managers a meaningful
measurement of their wetlands environment,” Broussard said. “It also
provides a highly accurate map of their wetland acreage — rather than
just an estimation — which they can use in their required reporting to
authorities.”
Based on the early successes of this new operational application,
Broussard sees a bright future for UAS and OBIA technology.
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“Combining these technologies opens up tremendous possibilities for
monitoring changes on the ground. Coastal environments will still be
challenging and dynamic. But with this integrated approach, we can
not only replicate and supplement traditional monitoring methodologies, we can produce precise vegetation and land cover maps at scales
and speeds that we couldn’t ever imagine or do as a human.”
If Broussard’s vision proves correct, he may experience more exhilarating fieldwork.
MARY JO WAGNER is a freelance writer, editor, and media consultant based in
Vancouver, B.C.

Tensar's TriAx Geogrid is used in the granular subbase and aggregate base layers to provide stiffness enhancement and prevent lateral displacement, which maintains the
pavement’s structural capacity.

Enhanced design for
better roadways
Geosynthetic materials protect pavement integrity
and extend pavement life.
Why don’t pavements hold up like they used to? With growing urban
populations, increasing truck traffic, volatile materials costs and
mounting pressure from owners to deliver better roadways quicker and
cheaper, engineers are scratching their heads.

Unfortunately, it’s no longer enough to simply specify a standard pavement section or perform a basic design. Increasing costs for asphalt
and crushed aggregate make it prohibitively expensive to build pavements strong enough to carry the extreme loads that are now required.
And once the underlying structure of pavements starts to deteriorate,
no maintenance budget is sufficient to keep up. To quote the National
Association of County Engineers, “Roads wear out from the top down,
but they fall apart from the bottom up.”
But advanced engineering technology can bridge the gap between
conventional practice and improved pavement performance. To accommodate increasing traffic loads without incurring distress to the
pavement structure over time, engineers are implementing enhanced
design to build better roads from the ground up — with the help of
geosynthetic materials.
Enhanced design incorporates materials and a design approach that
meet current and projected traffic capacity in the most cost-effective
and reliable method possible. Engineers tailor design parameters for
specific site conditions and projected traffic capacities relative to material availability, project budget, and life cycle costs to deliver improved
outcomes for their clients.

State-of-the-art geosynthetics help build more robust pavement sections by using aggregate base and subbase materials more efficiently.
Geosynthetic materials such as Tensar’s TriAx Geogrid are solving
owner problems by creating mechanically stabilized pavement structures with improved ability to carry traffic loads, increasing pavement
life. TriAx Geogrid is used in the granular subbase and aggregate base
layers to provide stiffness enhancement and prevent lateral displacement, which maintains the pavement’s structural capacity. When used
in a mechanically stabilized layer of flexible pavement, these materials
deliver an improved level of performance — extending pavement life
by as much as 500 percent.
In cases where budgets are severely constrained, engineers have used
these benefits to reduce overall pavement thickness — including the
asphalt, aggregate base, and granular subbase — by as much as 50
percent while maintaining traffic capacity.
During 25 years of research, studies by the Federal Highway Administration, American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and multiple universities
have proven the benefits of geosynthetic materials in improving pavement structures and prolonging pavement life.
Across the country, engineers are implementing enhanced design to
create flexible pavement systems with less materials, lower construction costs, expedited schedules, and longer lifespans. With the advancement of geogrid stabilization products, owners are saving time and
money in the management of infrastructure assets — and engineers are
building better roadways.

Information provided by Tensar International (www.tensarcorp.com), a
full-service provider of specialty products and engineering services based on
advanced soil stabilization and reinforcement technologies that offer costeffective alternatives to traditional construction methods.
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Workers use IC and IR to improve paving operations on Route 36 in
Macon County, Mo.

Improving
asphalt pavements
Intelligent compaction and infrared scanning technologies
improve construction quality in MoDOT field projects.
The Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) executed a

year-long project throughout 2017 to demonstrate the use of intelligent
compaction (IC), infrared scanning (IR), and Veta software to improve
pavement construction operations.
“We were looking for ways to assess quality in asphalt projects,”
said Bill Stone, research administrator at MoDOT. “We are working
towards better pavements that last longer and assessing the placement
and monitoring of those pavements. We felt IC and IR could benefit
us.”
IC is a roller-based technology to measure roller passes, compaction
temperatures, and stiffness of compacted materials in real-time. IR,
also known as paver-mounted thermal profiling (PMTP), is mounted
on the paver to collect thermal profiles behind the paver screed.
Both technologies allow for the real-time detection of paving and compaction issues so paving crews can adjust the operation to improve the
final pavement quality. Using IC and IR improves construction quality control (QC) and efficiency to make pavements last longer and to
reduce maintenance costs.
“Using IC in the field gave us a better level of confidence that the mat
was being rolled properly,” Stone said. “This way we get a much better
view of how the pavement is being placed and compacted compared to
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the old way of testing cores here and there.”
MoDOT’s IC-IR project ran from January to December 2017 and consisted of 13 field projects across Missouri.
Capital Paving and Construction worked with MoDOT on four of the
13 IC-IR field projects — a 20-mile stretch of Route 52 in Morgan
County, two sections of Route 24 in Randolph and Chariton counties
for a total of 20 miles, and a 20-mile stretch of Route 5 in Cooper
County. The projects were Capital Paving and Construction’s firsts
using IC-IR technology. The contractor found the real-time results
of the paving temperatures and roller coverage helped improve their
operations.
“Instead of taking a small, random sample, which takes time to test
and get the information we need to receive QC results, the IC-IR information allowed us to make changes to our operation faster, and in
return produced a better product sooner,” said Marli Hayes, assistant
project manager at Capital Paving and Construction. “Even on other
projects where IC-IR technology was not required, the roller operators
requested to keep the IC system running to use the roller mapping to
help achieve consistent rolling patterns.”
Hayes also said, from a project manager standpoint, using Veta software was very beneficial. Veta is a map-based software tool for viewing and analyzing data from IC machines and PMTP/IR scanners.
“The direct-download-from-the-cloud feature in the Veta program allowed me to log-in remotely to see real-time results, and I wouldn’t
have to contact field personnel to get an update on the project,” Hayes
said.
Veta is free to download and is required in FHWA and AASHTO PP80

REDUCED RISK.
EXPERIENCE.
TESTING.
UNDER EVERY ROAD.

At Tensar International, we believe in creating innovative
and reliable solutions to address the needs of our growing
infrastructure. We are constantly improving our products and
designs through continual performance testing and validation.
This testing reduces risk and provides dependable, value driven
solutions to you and your clients.

Visit TensarCorp.com/Research to learn more about
our performance validation testing.

TensarCorp.com | 800-TENSAR-1

and PP81 specifications. The Transtec Group developed Veta with support from the FHWA and the Minnesota Department of Transportation.
Currently, the Transportation Pooled Fund (TPF) study, “TPF-5(334)
Enhancement to the Intelligent Construction Data Management System (Veta) and Implementation” is leading the effort for enhancing and
maintaining Veta to facilitate national implementation of IC-IR and
other intelligent construction technologies.

(https://library.modot.mo.gov/RDT/reports/TR201802/MODOT-AIDIC-IR-Demo-Report-v6-508.pdf). Because of the success of the projects, MoDOT has committed to fully implementing IC by 2021.

Support and training are key to success
The use of IC and IR has been increasingly adopted by state departments of transportation across the country. The cost of IC and IR technologies is just a fraction of the cost of the project — and made even
more affordable with retrofit technology — but many agencies don’t
see success with IC-IR without the proper training and support.

IC and IR work independently of each other, so other DOTs and contractors interested in using the technology don’t necessarily need to
invest in both. But using IC and IR together results in the most improvement to paving projects.

“We knew from previous experience that just one IC project has a
considerable amount of data and info which can be challenging to
manage,” Stone said. “With this IC-IR program that contained multiple
field projects, we knew we would need support to get our program
started.”
MoDOT contracted with pavement engineering firm The Transtec
Group for consulting support for the duration of the year-long demonstration project. Transtec assisted MoDOT in planning for all field
projects, developing IC-IR protocols and training materials, conducting training workshops, providing onsite field support, analyzing data,
and reporting results.
One of the very first things MoDOT looked at was finding a set of
protocols to standardize how contractors collect and store project data.
With 13 projects and eight different contractors, standardized data
exchanges were a key to success. Transtec helped set up an exchange
protocol through the MoDOT SharePoint to keep data manageable and
consistent between projects and helped develop a checklist to ensure
protocols were followed by everyone involved.
“Transtec was there and available quite readily and was very accommodating to assist with training and support for the IC-IR program,”
said Stone. “We would not have been able to manage the projects
without the assistance of Transtec, with the staffing levels we have.”
Hayes said since IC-IR were new technologies for Capital Paving
and Construction, they wouldn’t have had successful projects without
Transtec’s guidance. “It is one thing to learn about how to do something in a classroom setting, but until you actually get everything setup
and going down the road, it’s hard to really understand and get things
to work correctly,” said Hayes. “Transtec bridged the gap from taking
the information in the classroom to applying it to the field, and really
understanding the IC-IR programs in a useful way.”
Demonstration project success
The data from the 13 field projects show that using IC and IR improved
construction quality. Complete results are detailed in MoDOT’s Intelligent Compaction and Infrared Scanning Projects Final Report
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“The demonstration projects taught us that IC is very doable,” said
Stone. “We believe that by using IC for projects, we’ll have a better
way to work with contractors on getting appropriate coverage.”

“Our recommendation is to use both IC and IR,” said George Chang,
Ph.D., Transtec’s director of research and leader of support for the ICIR demonstration project. “Leveraging both technologies on the same
project can really enhance the quality. The technologies complement
each other.”
MoDOT received Accelerated Innovation Deployment (AID) funding for the demonstration project. The FHWA’s AID grant program
provides funding to reduce the risk of trying an innovation and to accelerate the implementation and adoption of the innovation in highway
transportation.
Information provided by The Transtec Group, Inc. (www.thetranstecgroup.com),
a pavement engineering firm specializing in asphalt and concrete pavements.

Veta 5.2 now available
Veta is a free map-based software tool for contractors and
highway officials that is used to view and analyze geospatial
data. It currently imports data from intelligent compaction
(IC) rollers, paver-mounted thermal profilers (PMTP), and
laser test rollers during construction and acceptance tests.
The software then performs various viewing, editing, filtering,
spot test correlation, and statistical analysis as a postprocessing tool.
The newest version, Veta 5.2, supports both LandXML and
the AASHTO intelligent construction data standard—a big
step toward BIM compliance.
One of the salient features of Veta is the ability to view
IC and PMTP data as color-coded maps on top of either
geographical roads or aerial maps. This distinction facilitates
quantitative interpretation and eases the evaluation of rolling
pattern consistency and the identification of cold blobs and
asphalt streaks due to temperature segregation.
Download Veta 5.2 at
www.intelligentcompaction.com/veta/current-version.

Leveraging reality modeling
3D models support digital cities to connect and converge people,
processes, data, and technology.
As urban populations continue to grow and governments struggle to

deal with aging infrastructure, digital cities are emerging as the solution to manage and mitigate risks associated with changing environments. By connecting and converging technology, data, people, and
processes, city planners are adopting a digital strategy that is quickly
becoming part of the infrastructure lexicon.

Huadong Engineering Corporation Limited for the City of Shenzhen
in China.

Helsinki 3D city model

The City of Helsinki launched a EUR 1 million project to produce a 3D
representation of the city to improve Helsinki’s internal services and
processes, promote smart city development, and share city models as
open data to citizens and companies for research and development. The
Helsinki 3D+ project team will deliver a pilot portfolio to demonstrate
the power of new modeling technology and promote its use in higher
education.

Digital cities are taking advantage of new and exciting technology
and leveraging the proliferation of reality modeling — the process of
capturing existing site conditions with the use of digital photographs
or point-cloud data. These 3D reality models can be easily shared and
streamed, accelerating the decision-making process by improving collaboration with outside agencies and services.

The City of Helsinki used a combination of laser scanning and oblique
photogrammetry to acquire data and images for the project. Leveraging
ContextCapture and a host of Bentley 3D reality modeling applications, the team modeled the surface and terrain and generated a reality
mesh model of the entire city. ProjectWise served as the collaborative
interface to manage all information and share data across internal and
external teams.

Bentley’s ContextCapture application can generate 3D reality meshes
that meet numerous needs, from engineering-ready detailed information to city-wide contextual models to provide up-to-date information
to support asset design, construction, and operations. The 3D reality
models can be used for a variety of purposes, including urban planning, as illustrated by Helsinki 3D+ for the City of Helsinki, Finland,
to detailed engineering design and construction workflows, as done by

Using Bentley software significantly lowered the cost of making the
reality mesh model of the city and the semantic city information model.
Bentley’s interoperable modeling applications provided the City of
Helsinki the ability to implement smart city development, advanced
city analyses, and the opportunity to participate in frontline progress.
Using ProjectWise accelerated information mobility and kept the
three-year project on track. Upon completion, the project is expected
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Application of BIM strategy for Shenzhen Qianhai municipal infrastructure. Image: courtesy of Huadong Engineering Corporation Limited, POWERCHINA

to promote the use of new technology and change work methods at
universities, companies, and within city departments.
The City of Helsinki used Bentley’s reality capture technology for geocoordination, optioneering, modeling, and visualization throughout the
Helsinki 3D+ project. For large-scale base maps and utility maps, the
team used Bentley Map. They relied on Descartes to process oblique
and orthophotos, Bentley Pointools to model the surface and terrain,
ContextCapture to create the 3D mesh representation of the city, and
LumenRT for visualization to present the models. Using ProjectWise
as the common environment for all project data optimized document
management and streamlined workflow among internal and external
teams.
According to Jarmo Suomisto, architect, project manager, Helsinki
3D+, “Future cities need advanced tools and innovative city models
for creative design and well-grounded decisions.”

Shenzhen BIM strategy

In Shenzhen, Guangdong, China, the Qianhai Cooperation Zone is
undergoing concentrated construction across 14.92 square kilometers
of reclaimed land, valued at nearly CNY 390 billion. The development
includes more than 180 kilometers of roads and 32 kilometers of rail
lines above ground and below ground, and CNY 68.2 billion in infrastructure. Huadong Engineering Corporation Limited, POWERCHINA
led BIM implementation and coordination for the 17 designers and
two constructors working on multiple, interconnected projects in the
region.
Using Bentley’s BIM solutions, Huadong Engineering’s daily management and coordination of BIM execution ensured that project participants leveraged the technology to solve the numerous challenges.
Overlapping planning, geotechnical, and geographic 3D models of
the Qianhai Cooperation Zone created a comprehensive digital model
for use in checking construction work against the multidiscipline 3D
design models. The 3D reality model of the construction zone also
provided a GIS-based view for spatial coordination of projects.
BIM implementation provided unified technology standards that en50
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abled disparate engineering teams to work more efficiently. Under the
BIM strategy, 3D collaborative design workflows helped finalize the
design schemes in 50 fewer days and saved more than CNY 21 million
in averted rework. Bentley’s BIM technology was utilized throughout
the planning, design, geotechnical, and construction stages to deliver a
comprehensive city model that will be used for life cycle management
of the municipal infrastructure.
ContextCapture created the reality mesh based on 35,000 photos of
an 18-square-kilometer area. Inspection of the worksite through the
reality mesh was five times more efficient, allowing 20 site visits per
day, saving CNY 5 million. The 3D design models built with AECOsim Building Designer, Power InRoads, Bentley Substation, Bentley
Raceway and Cable Management, and other products reduced errors,
omissions, collisions, and deficiencies. Navigator streamlined BIM
reviews and issue resolution.
“Bentley’s 3D digital technology platform eliminated the tough problems of overall technical and management planning for the Qianhai
infrastructure construction project,” said JinfengWang, IT director,
Huadong Engineering. “We avoided the management and control risks
and investment waste caused by imperfect design. We achieved digital
engineering construction, laying a solid foundation for building Smart
Qianhai.”
Huadong Engineering’s daily management and coordination of BIM
implementation ensured that the team leveraged the technology to
solve the numerous challenges. A 3D reality model of the zone, used
with the project’s multidiscipline 3D design models, created a GISbased view for resolving errors, omissions, collisions, and deficiencies.
Using the 3D collaborative design helped save more than CNY 21 million in averted rework alone.
As demonstrated by these projects, leveraging reality modeling allows
for the realization of digital city goals.

Information provided by Bentley Systems. For more information about Bentley's
reality modeling solutions, visit www.bentley.com.

Rendered view of the complexity of subsurface utilities. Image: Emerson Melin

More than meets the eye
Updating the nation’s hidden infrastructure.
By Aaron Hopkins with Maraliese Beveridge

It’s no secret that infrastructure across the United States has reached

a point of no return. Every building material we use — concrete, steel,
rubber, wood, asphalt — all have expiration dates. Even with the most
vigilant maintenance programs, eventual repair or replacement is inevitable. That doesn’t even account for expansion, new technology, or
improvements in materials. On the other hand, new, redevelopment, or
roadway expansion projects all rely on the associated utilities. While
above ground infrastructure has the advantage of exposure to visual
inspection, what about down under?
Subsurface utilities are in a class by themselves. They weave intricate
pathways of water, electric, sewer, gas, drainage, and communication
lines in, around, and connecting to the more familiar above ground
counterparts — but to the naked eye, they are invisible. This alone
makes them as hard to find as it does to maintain, which has always
been problematic. Due to anything from inadequate data and incomplete as-builts to misinterpretations or unanticipated changes in geologic conditions, subsurface utilities can complicate projects and cause
major delays, putting a strain on budgets. But there are solutions!

My name is SUE

Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) is an engineering practice providing the most effective means of verifying and mapping the location
of existing underground utilities available. When used to its fullest

potential, this powerful verification process has become a critical
part of both the design and decision-making processes for new and
existing infrastructure projects. This includes any project affected by
subsurface utilities: roadway and transportation, airports, government,
commercial, and residential developments.
SUE employs a coordinated approach to obtaining subsurface data,
first by collecting data from all available sources, then using a combination of data tools such as survey and electromagnetic utility-locating
devices including ground penetrating radar (GPR), and pipe and cable
locators. Geographic Information Systems (GIS), designed to manage
ongoing asset life cycle (identification, maintenance, replacement data,
etc.) through a web-based program, can also be integrated into the mix.
These tools combined enable the SUE team, comprised of licensed
specialists including geodesists, surveyors, and civil engineers, to provide clients with a data-driven model that provides the most complete
information available.
From a planning standpoint, having the most complete knowledge of
existing utilities facilitates project design, serving as a base map for the
project approach as well as damage control and accident prevention.
Not knowing costs money, shuts down crews, wastes materials, and
creates change orders that may turn a standard installation into an unnecessarily over-customized design.
Aside from the core utilities, there are also drainage systems, retaining walls, underground storage tanks, bridge foundations, sign/traffic
signal foundations, and any other buried obstructions that may have
been abandoned or forgotten. SUE can be used to detect these for
repair or removal. Vertical clearance is a consideration as well since
many utilities are placed atop one another and need to have a required
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buffer between them. Thorough investigation in advance drives the
decision-making process and can determine whether a roadway should
be redesigned, if the utilities need to be moved, or both.

Purdue study

Although many studies have been done on project cost savings when
implementing SUE, within and out of the United States, the general
consensus of designers in the U.S. seems to support the Purdue University study (www.fhwa.dot.gov/programadmin/pus.cfm). Commissioned by the Federal Highway Administration in 2000, the Purdue
University Department of Building Construction Management performed a study that analyzed “the effectiveness of subsurface utility
engineering (SUE) as a means of reducing costs and delays on highway
projects.” Four states — Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio, and Texas
— were selected to participate, each controlled with a checklist that
defined 21 areas for potential project savings. This included anything
from unforeseen utility conflicts and delays due to relocations, change
orders, conflict redesign, and contractor productivity to working relationships between the client and utility.

Quality Level B data collection with GPR to designate underground utilities.
Photo: Dustin Spillman

Early utility coordination

When integrating the SUE process, two key elements stand out: being
proactive with early utility coordination and exercising a standardized
approach to ensure the quality level of data collection.
“Early utility coordination should automatically be part of the subsurface investigation process,” said (John) Robert Memory, CPM,
regional utility senior project manager for Maser Consulting PA. “The
design team should partner with utility coordinators as early in the
SUE process as possible to ensure they are both part of the project buyin. You should look at performing Level B horizontal locations and
collectively, as a team, decipher where Level A is needed for design
utility avoidance.”
As former North Carolina Department of Transportation state utility
agent, Memory has more than 30 years of expertise with utility coordination and emphasizes that projects involving subsurface utilities
should employ the 4-C approach. When talking “utilities” to the experts, you will always hear the phrase, “Communication, Cooperation,
Coordination, and Commitment.”
“To successfully work with any utility company, effective listening
is a critical part of the communication process. Just as important is
cooperation, especially where costs are concerned,” Memory said.
“Executing proper cautionary steps for public safety is paramount
when dealing with utilities. Ultimately, who’s paying for the relocation
of the utilities shouldn’t be a factor.”

A vacuum excavation unit is used to expose buried utilities to collect Quality Level A
data. Photo: Dustin Spillman

The study concluded that:
• only three of 71 projects studied had a negative return on investment;
• one individual project had a $206 to $1 return on investment;
• SUE should be used in a systemic manner on virtually every project; and
• for every dollar spent on SUE, the potential minimum saved is $4.62.

Ultimately, the cost savings reflected from this study are “a minimum
quantifiable savings. The true project savings are likely to be significantly higher than this study can prove.”
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While the user usually bears the expense, communicating with utility
companies is essential. For example, you’d never know if a utility already had a relocation plan near your project site that could be beneficial to both parties. Especially when hydraulics, right-of-way and easement limitations, conflict analysis and resolution, and redesign costs
all come into play for both parties when relocating utilities (temporary
and permanent) within a corridor. This is why Memory encourages
SUE and utility coordination to be a combined discipline, working
together for better coordination of the way in which subsurface space
is managed throughout the entire course of the project.
While the 811utility location service is a good place to begin, it is generally implemented as only one of the many initial sources used during

the initial document and record investigation phase. 811 employs a basic location identification service designed more for their utility operations, maintenance, and damage prevention at the schematic level. In
contrast, the SUE team provides design-grade engineering data (spatial
and attributes) for transportation, oil and gas, airport, industrial and
military facility, marine port, and rail projects.

ASCE on your side

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 38-02 standards define
four quality levels within the SUE process as Standard for Collection
and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility Data. According to ASCE,
this guideline presents “a credible system for classifying the quality of
utility location information that is placed in design plans. When subsurface utilities are discovered during the construction phase, the costs
of conflict resolution and the potential for catastrophic damages are at
their highest. That is why the collection and systematic depiction of
reliable data for existing subsurface utilities is critical if engineers are
to make informed decisions and support risk management protocols
regarding a project’s impact on these utilities.”
It’s important to remember that SUE is a process. Data collection for
SUE is defined by the ASCE’s four quality levels of accuracy for performing the process.

Example of field sketch merged with surveyed field data and CAD design file. Photo:
Dustin Spillman

ignate utilities and identify areas of conflict by combining their signals
from which above ground mark-outs are created.
Level A: This is the minimally invasive level where the utilities are
physically exposed. Using a vacuum excavation unit to remove earth
and debris enables operators to confirm the utility, its horizontal and
vertical position, condition assessment, and collect descriptive size and
material type.
Once collected, this data will be surveyed and sent from the field as
line drawings to the office and transferred into CAD, or the client’s
preferred software application, where this linework is transformed into
a 2D or 3D model that can be analyzed and referenced into the design.
Adhering to this methodical standard is the most effective means for
safe identification of subsurface utilities and their environment. While
saving clients time and cost is certainly key, responsible utility management also enhances safety as it reduces the risk of loss of life during
the course of construction activities.

Quality Level A test hole confirms utility depth, size, and material and reduces the risk
of damage to existing infrastructure. Photo: Dustin Spillman

Level D: Involves document research and gathering of utility records
from all available sources. This includes permitting and utility company records, as-builts, field notes, and interviews of staff who may
have been involved during installation and can provide information
from memory and verbal recollection.
Level C: Everything in Level D combined with topographic feature
surveys, and location of hydrants and other above ground appurtenances relative to the underground facilities. Depending on the scope of
the project, this is where creating a GIS dataset for asset management
could be beneficial.
Level B: This stage no longer continues to combine information. It’s
the level during which electromagnetic tools are implemented to des-

In addition, it provides a control to the client for the project environment. Site information within each level is progressively taken into
consideration to ultimately produce a viable model of the underground
infrastructure that can be used to make data-driven decisions on how
to move forward in customizing existing utilities to fit the project. According to one source at the ASCE, on average about 30 percent more
buried infrastructure is found by following ASCE 38-02 methods than
is shown on available utility records at the Level D quality level.

Dreaded as-built

If the ASCE 38-02 is the best practice standard during the SUE process, the subsurface as-built should be the cherry atop the cake — yet
it rarely ever is! But why is the as-built so elusive?
“When we’re performing SUE for our clients, which includes anything
from highway authorities to utility company projects, we take exhaustive measures to map utilities underground. But during the process,
which can take years for larger projects, there are a combination of
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new installations while other utilities get moved, replaced, or adjusted
along the way,” said Mark Pitchford, regional director, Survey/Geospatial, Southeastern U.S., for Maser Consulting. “Changes never seem to
fully make their way back to an as-built. Once you’ve completed all
this work, that’s the time to re-map it with final placement and add in
the GIS component if at all possible and you’d be golden.”
A proponent of the true as-built, Pitchford estimated it would only cost
an additional two to five percent of the original design fee to produce.
Other government agencies making improvements, even a municipal
sidewalk project, would benefit from this data coordination, which
eventually would have to transfer into savings with the cost of permitting, new installations, or modifications for starters.

Future big data, storage, and sharing

In the United States, the ASCE 38-02 standard is the premier guideline
for investigating and depicting existing utility infrastructure. ASCE
also believes a complementary standard for producing a common
“as-built” data set is essential for safeguarding public and commercial infrastructure, protecting the public, and making optimal use of
public right-of-way. Accordingly, the ASCE Construction Institute and
Utility Engineering Surveying Institute have been sponsoring a multidiscipline, technical committee which, after five years of effort, has
developed and is about to publish a non-mandatory, consensus Standard Guideline for Recording and Exchanging Utility Infrastructure
Data. This is a straightforward 3D digital standard for mapping and
documenting newly installed or freshly exposed utility infrastructure
lying both below grade and at or above the surface. This “as-built”
standard interleaves with ASCE 38 for documenting quality Level A
observations.
“ASCE 38-02 provides excellent guidelines for investigating existing
buried installations to treat and remedy a widespread and persistent
symptom. Our new ‘as-built’ standard addresses the cause of this symptom by providing guidelines to document new utility infrastructure in an
accurate and consistent manner at the time of installation,” said Philip
J. Meis, P.E., M.ASCE, president of Utility Mapping Services, Inc. and
committee chair of the ASCE Standard Guideline for Recording and
Exchanging Utility Infrastructure Data. “Our effort stems from ASCE
38-02 as well as The Canadian Standards Association CSA S250-11,
championed by the utility industry in Canada, but goes further by providing a standard framework for documenting infrastructure spatial,
geometric, and feature attribution characteristics in a clear-cut manner
such that the utility features can be reproduced in a virtual 3D-rendered
model. This will unleash a plethora of emerging 3D digital technologies such as augmented reality viewing, 3D computer-aided design,
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building information modeling (BIM), civil integrated management
(CIM), clash detection and conflict analytics, and machine guidance
construction technologies which expedite excavation, facilitate damage prevention, and reduce project risk. The bottom line is with this
standard we can develop more sophisticated designs and construction
approaches which compress project schedules, reduce costs, improve
utilization of public right-of-way, mitigate public and commerce disruption, and safeguard and better serve the public.”
Going forward, application of this standard will ensure that accurate
and consistent information about the location and nature of new underground utility infrastructure is captured at the time of installation and
available for future project development.

Conclusion

Every project for which the design team gathers and handles subsurface utility data responsibly is one project nearer to closing the gap of
obscurity. In fact, this is a key factor in the future viability of land development through data-driven decision-making processes. The power
of a reliable as-built plan depicting an underground utility field is our
best legacy. So, now that new standards are beginning to emerge, the
responsibility of storing and using this data once the project has been
completed and how it is eventually applied to integrated city management remains to be seen. Who will be steward of this broad collection
of subsurface management information? Until we can harness Superman’s power of X-ray vision and do this all in one fell swoop, we
will have to rely on the experience and best practices employed by
professionals in the field and the integrity of the data collected.

AARON HOPKINS is a geographic discipline leader for Subsurface Utility
Engineering (SUE) for Maser Consulting P.A. (www.maserconsulting.com)
currently overseeing SUE operations throughout the state of Florida. With
more than 17 years of experience in the construction and consulting industries, he specializes in the underground utilities construction industry with
extensive experience working for and with local governments, utility owners,
and other regulatory agencies. Hopkins’ responsibilities include fostering
client relationships; preparing estimates; contract negotiation; project execution and analysis; implementing and maintaining corporate safety program
standards; and training and educating employees in the office and field.
MARALIESE BEVERIDGE is the senior technical writer and public relations specialist for Maser Consulting P.A., a multidiscipline engineering firm with a network
of offices nationwide. With more than 25 years of experience in journalism, she
is a nationally published writer within the engineering industry. Her expertise is
focused on transforming complex technical ideas into comprehensible articles
on trending subjects.

Often ranked as the nation’s most beautiful campus, the University of Virginia grounds were designed by Thomas Jefferson. Routing the new underground ductbank through the
grounds proved challenging. Photo: UVA

University of Virginia’s
power partnership
goes underground

Dewberry routes a ductbank to increase reliability of electrical
service to critical facilities while minimizing installation impacts.
By Devin Keeler, P.E.

Set in the rolling foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Uni-

versity of Virginia (UVA) in Charlottesville offers one of the nation’s
most beautiful and storied campuses. The university was conceived by
Thomas Jefferson as an idyllic “Academical Village,” with a central,
terraced lawn surrounded by pavilions, colonnades, and the iconic
Rotunda. Chartered as a public institution in 1819, the university has
been listed on the National Register of Historic Places for more than 50
years, and for more than 30 years as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

hours to reset research lab and medical equipment, such as air handlers,
MedVac pumps, freezers, and other critical items. The interruptions
had the potential to impact the quality of patient care and research, as
well as daily operations throughout the university.

A powerful partnership

To address the fluctuations in reliability, UVA administrators partnered
with Dominion Energy in 2014 to evaluate options to enhance service.
The university owns and maintains a 15kv underground distribution
service to its academic, research, and medical center buildings. Campus administrators and Dominion Energy representatives recognized,
however, that most of the problems originated along the 35kv overhead
lines upstream of the university substations — impacts such as fallen
tree limbs, ice storms, lightning strikes, and animal activity. As a result,
the partnership determined that the most resilient solution would be
to transfer three miles of 35kv overhead electric service to an underground ductbank between three substations, two of which existed on
campus. UVA agreed to fund the routing, design, and construction of
the underground ductbank, while Dominion Energy funded the purchase and installation of the electrical cable.

The university’s 1,700-acre grounds are also home to the UVA Health
System, consisting of several teaching hospitals and world-class research programs. These include a Level 1 trauma center, a clinical
cancer center, and a children’s hospital. In addition, UVA’s 54-acre
Fontaine Research Park includes a rehabilitation hospital, a medical
office building, and numerous research facilities and laboratories. The
university also serves as a state emergency shelter, with requirements
to maintain power and a potable water supply to the community during
disaster events and other emergencies.

Routing: A detailed analysis

While UVA has maintained extensive back-up power systems, its
hospitals, laboratories, and student operations have been challenged in
recent years by numerous, short power interruptions — as many as 40
or 50 interruptions, or “blips,” a year. Though not officially considered
a power outage (defined as two or more minutes of no power), these
disruptions required rapid response from maintenance teams at all

In all, Dewberry’s team analyzed 37 routes and considered factors such
as wetlands and stream crossings, historic lawns, utilities, walkways,
bike paths, bus lanes, large steam tunnels, traffic impacts during construction, and future building sites. The two existing substations were
located on opposite sides of a major railroad, further complicating the
route analysis.

Routing the ductbank through the historic grounds would prove to be
the most challenging aspect of the project. UVA turned to Dewberry’s
civil engineers, who had completed numerous projects on the grounds
in prior years, to assess the routing. The team developed a complicated
matrix with more than 110 unique considerations across four categories: transportation, environmental impacts, cultural resources, and
land use impacts. Each factor was ranked and weighted to compute a
score for the various routes.
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university is expecting three to four outages per year. Through the first
six months of operation, there have been zero outages. This includes
continuous service during severe snow and wind storms that produced
outages elsewhere across Charlottesville and the region.
With construction recently completed, both the university and the
Charlottesville community are seeing positive results. UVA received
a dedicated circuit from Dominion, and the institution now has additional capacity to expand. The city of Charlottesville also netted
additional capacity as a result. Most importantly, UVA now has nearly
continuous service, with almost no interruptions.
“We wanted as close to 100 percent reliability as we could get,” Don
Sundgren said. “The way to do that was through the underground
ductbank so it’s not subject to all the interruptions that occur. It’s very
important to support our university’s research and of course our patient
care at the medical center. That was our primary objective and we
achieved that with the ductbank.”

With most of the ductbank route set along active roadways, maintenance of traffic and
pedestrian detours were critical to minimize impact on motorists. Photo: Dewberry

“This was a very invasive project,” said Don Sundgren, associate vice
president and chief facilities officer for the university. “The evaluation
matrix helped us study the different routings and select the best one.”

“Through some very creative and productive conversations, we arrived
at a joint perspective on improving service to and from our substations
to the campus and putting most if not all of the infrastructure associated
with these circuits underground,” said Kevin Curtis, vice president of
technical solutions at Dominion Energy. “Placing the infrastructure
underground in a ductbank makes it even more protected from dig-ins
and more resilient in general. It’s a first-class service.”

Minimizing impact

The detailed analysis enabled the university to identify a shortlist of
potential routes and finalize the optimum alternative — one that runs
largely on UVA property and primarily along streets. The university’s
focus on minimizing impacts continued through the survey process,
during which Dewberry directed the use of a truck-mounted laser
scanner for surveying along the roadways. This significantly reduced
the impact on traffic compared with a conventional survey approach.
The scanner expedited data acquisition and obtained high-quality information while requiring no roads to be closed or impacted during the
process.
The final design included a detailed horizontal and vertical alignment for the entire three-mile route length and 33 large underground
vaults spaced approximately every 500 feet. With most of the route set
along active roadways, maintenance of traffic and pedestrian detours
continued to be critical to minimize the impact on motorists. Creative
interventions included design of a jack-and-bore installation under one
of the busiest corridors, Fontaine Avenue, enabling the road to remain
open. This busy thoroughfare runs adjacent to the UVA Research Park,
a city fire station, and the preferred route for ambulances heading to the
hospital. Despite hitting a lot of rock during the process, the trenchless
technology enabled the ductbank to be installed in this location without
closing the street.

A jack-and-bore process allowed for ductbank installation along a busy street without
closing the street to traffic. Photo: Dewberry

Reliable service

The new underground ductbank is expected to reduce the number of
power interruptions by more than 90 percent. Based on this metric, the
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DEVIN KEELER, P.E., is a senior associate with Dewberry (www.dewberry.com). He
has worked on projects at the University of Virginia during the last 11 years.
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Online master’s
degree programs

Civil and structural engineers have significant continuing
education options for elevating their careers.
By Bob Drake

Opportunities to elevate your professional skills and knowledge

while working fulltime as a civil or structural engineer have never
been greater — if you can find the time and money. Civil + Structural
Engineer’s annual directory has expanded to include 82 schools that
confer master’s degrees through online study in a range of relevant
disciplines such as civil, structural, geotechnical, environmental,
or sustainable engineering; project, construction, or engineering
management; geospatial technologies; and even unmanned systems
(i.e., drones).
In addition, many of the schools listed here offer online certificate
programs in specialized fields of study that, in many cases, can later be
applied toward a master’s degree.
Arizona State University
http://asuonline.asu.edu/online-degree-programs/graduate
• Master of Science, Construction Management
• Master of Science, Engineering, Sustainable Engineering
• Master of Sustainability Leadership
Auburn University
http://eng.auburn.edu/online/graduate-programs/index.html
• Master of Civil Engineering
• Master of Engineering
• Master of Engineering Management
California State University, Fresno
www.fresnostate.edu/cge/water
• Master of Science, Water Resource Management
Clarkson University
https://www.clarkson.edu/graduate/civil-environmental-engineering
• Master of Engineering, Civil & Environmental Engineering
• Master of Science, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Clemson University
https://www.clemson.edu/graduate/academics/program-details.
html?m_id=Construction-Science-Management
• Master of Construction Science and Management
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Colorado State University
https://www.online.colostate.edu/degrees/graduate-degrees.dot
• Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering
• Master of Engineering, Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
Columbia University
www.cvn.columbia.edu
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Construction Engineering and Management
• Master of Science, Earth and Environmental Engineering
Delta State University
http://www.deltastate.edu/artsandsciences/mathematics-and-sciences/mas-git
• Master of Applied Science, Geospatial Information Technologies
Drexel University
www.drexel.com/online-degrees/masterdegrees.aspx
• Master of Science, Construction Management,
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Project Management
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
https://erau.edu/degrees/?degree-level=master&campus=worldwide
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Project Management
• Master of Science, Unmanned Systems
Florida International University
http://fiuonline.fiu.edu/programs/online-graduate-degrees
• Master of Science, Construction Management
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
Harvard University
www.extension.harvard.edu/academics/graduate-degrees/sustainability-degree
• Master of Liberal Arts, Sustainability (requires at least one, three-week
course taken on campus)

Iowa State University
www.distance.iastate.edu/programs/degrees
• Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering (construction engineering and
management focus)
• Master of Engineering, Engineering Management
Johns Hopkins University
https://ep.jhu.edu/programs-and-courses/programs
• Master of Civil Engineering
• Master of Environmental Engineering
• Master of Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering and Science
• Master of Science, Environmental Planning and Management

Complex challenges.

Problem solved.
Master’s and Certificates
Engineering Management
Geotechnical Engineering
Structural/Geotechnical Engineering

Kansas State University
http://global.k-state.edu/courses/degrees
• Master of Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Community Development
Kennesaw State University
http://learnonline.kennesaw.edu/graduate-programs
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
Lawrence Technological University
http://onlinedegrees.ltu.edu/colleges/college-of-engineering
• Master of Construction Engineering Management
• Master of Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering

Engineering Design

100% Online
No GRE or GMAT
Accredited

Louisiana State University
http://lsuonline.lsu.edu/programs/master-science-construction-management.aspx
• Master of Science, Construction Management
Michigan Technological University
www.mtu.edu/gradschool/programs/degrees/geospatial
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Integrated Geospatial Technology
Mississippi State University
http://www.bagley.msstate.edu/distance/programs
• Master of Engineering
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
Missouri University of Science and Technology
http://dce.mst.edu/credit/degrees
• Master of Engineering, Geotechnics
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering (environmental, structural, geotechnical,
water resources, or construction engineering focus)
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering Management

YOUR BEST CAREER MOVE.
GoUWP.com/CE
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Montana Tech
https://www.mtech.edu/gradschool/distancelearning/pem.html
• Master of Project Engineering and Management
New England Institute of Technology
https://www.neit.edu/Programs/Online-and-Hybrid-Degree-Programs
• Master of Science, Construction Management
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
New Jersey Institute of Technology
http://www5.njit.edu/online/programs
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Transportation
NewSchool of Architecture & Design
https://newschoolarch.edu/academics/school-of-architecture/cmprograms/master-of-construction-management
• Master of Construction Management
North Carolina State University
http://engineeringonline.ncsu.edu
• Master of Civil Engineering
• Master of Engineering
• Master of Environmental Engineering
https://online-distance.ncsu.edu/program/master-of-geospatialinformation-science-and-technology
• Master of Geospatial Information Science and Technology
North Dakota State University
www.ndsu.edu/dce/degrees/graduate
• Master of Construction Management
• Master of Science, Community Development
• Master of Science, Transportation and Urban Systems
• Master of Transportation and Urban Systems
Northern Arizona University
https://nau.edu/online-paths-to-a-better-future
• Master of Science, Applied Geospatial Sciences
Norwich University
http://civilengineering.norwich.edu
• Master of Civil Engineering (structural, environmental/water resources,
geotechnical, or construction management focus)
Ohio University
http://onlinemasters.ohio.edu
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering (construction engineering and
management, environmental engineering, structural engineering, or
transportation engineering focus)
• Master of Engineering Management
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Old Dominion University
https://online.odu.edu/academics/degree/masters-degree
• Master of Engineering Management
• Master of Engineering, Environmental Engineering
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering (coastal engineering focus)
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering
Pennsylvania State University
www.worldcampus.psu.edu
• Master of Engineering Management
• Master of Geographic Information Systems
• Master of Professional Studies, Community and Economic Development
• Master of Professional Studies in Geodesign
• Master of Professional Studies, Renewable Energy and Sustainability Systems
• Master of Project Management
Purdue University
https://engineering.purdue.edu/ProEd
• Master of Science, Engineering Management and Leadership
Salisbury University
www.salisbury.edu/geography/msgism
• Master of Science, GIS Management
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
www.sdsmt.edu/DistanceEducation
• Master of Science, Construction Engineering and Management
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Mining Engineering and Management
Southern Methodist University
www.smu.edu/Lyle/Graduate/ProspectiveStudents/Lyle%20
Distance%20Education%20Program/Programs
• Master of Arts, Sustainability and Development
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering,
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering
Southern New Hampshire University
www.snhu.edu/online-degrees/masters
• Master of Business Administration, Engineering Management
• Master of Business Administration, Project Management
• Master of Science, Construction Management
Stanford University (Stanford Center for
Professional Development)
http://scpd.stanford.edu/certificates/mastersDegrees.jsp
• Master of Science, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Stevens Institute of Technology
https://www.stevens.edu/academics/stevens-online/availableprograms/schaefer-school-engineering-science
• Master of Science, Construction Management

Texas A&M University Corpus Christi
http://gisc.tamucc.edu/graduate/graduate.html
• Master of Science, Geospatial Surveying Engineering
Texas Tech University
www.depts.ttu.edu/elearning/programs/index.php
• Master of Civil Engineering
• Master of Engineering
The George Washington University
http://onlineemse.seas.gwu.edu/online-programs/ms-in-engineering-management
• Master of Engineering, Climate Change Engineering and Policy
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
The Ohio State University
https://mgel.osu.edu/tracks
• Master of Global Engineering Leadership, Civil and Environmental
Engineering technical track
Thomas Jefferson University
https://online.jefferson.edu/online-degrees
• Master of Science, Construction Management
• Master of Science, Sustainable Design
Trine University
https://www.trine.edu/adult-studies/academics/graduate/msengineering-management.aspx
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
University of Alabama – Birmingham
www.uab.edu/elearning/degrees-certificates/graduate/master-degrees
• Master of Engineering, Advanced Safety Engineering and Management
• Master of Engineering, Structural Engineering
• Master of Engineering, Construction Engineering and Management
• Master of Engineering, Sustainable Smart Cities
University of Alabama – Huntsville
www.uah.edu/online-learning/online-programs
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering (hybrid program, primarily online)
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
University of Arizona
http://online.engineering.arizona.edu/online-programs
• Master of Engineering, Mining, Geological and Geophysical Engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
University of Arkansas
https://online.uark.edu/programs/master-science-engineering.php
• Master of Science, Engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering Management

University of California – Los Angeles
www.msol.ucla.edu/sustainable-water-engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering (with Certificate of Specialization in
Engineering Management or Mechanics of Structures)
• Master of Science, Engineering (with Certificate of Sustainable Water
Engineering)
University of Central Florida
https://www.ucf.edu/online/masters
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
University of Colorado – Colorado Springs
www.uccs.edu/easonline/degree-programs/engineering-management-degree.html
• Master of Engineering, Engineering Management
University of Colorado – Denver
www.cuonline.edu/GIS
• Master of Engineering, Geographic Information Systems
University of Dayton
www.udayton.edu/engineering/learn/graduate/engineering-management-ms.php
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
University of Florida
www.distance.ufl.edu/masters
• Master of Engineering, Environmental Engineering Sciences
• Master of International Construction Management
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering Sciences
• Master of Sustainable Design
• Master of Urban and Regional Planning
University of Houston
http://www.uh.edu/academics
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Construction Management
University of Idaho
www.uidaho.edu/cogs/programs-offered/online-programs/list
• Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering
• Master of Engineering, Engineering Management
• Master of Science, Environmental Science
• Master of Science, Geological Engineering
University of Illinois at Chicago
http://meng.uic.edu
• Master of Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
http://cee.illinois.edu/academics/graduate-programs
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering (construction management,
infrastructure, transportation engineering, or structural engineering focus)
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering
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ENGINEERING

RADUATE CERTIFICATES IN
TRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
University of Louisville Online
TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERING
http://louisville.edu/online

• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Computer Science
• Master of Engineering, Engineering Management
• Graduate Certificate, Structural Engineering
• Graduate Certificate, Transportation Engineering
• Graduate Certificate, Cyber Security
• Graduate Certificate, Data Science

PPLY NOW
ofl.me/civilstructural

University of Nebraska – Lincoln
http://online.unl.edu/programs-and-courses/graduate-doctorateprograms/engineering-management.aspx
• Master of Engineering Management
University of New Haven
http://online.newhaven.edu/masters-in-environmental-engineering
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering
University of New Mexico
http://unmonline.unm.edu/programs/masters/construction-management.html
• Master of Construction Management
University of South Carolina
https://sc.edu/study/academic_overview/online_education/courses/
degree_programs/online_graduate_degree_programs/index.php
• Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering Management

The University
ofvisit.louisville.edu/accreditation
Louisville’s J.B. Speed School of Engineering,
For accreditation
information
For program
availability
in your
state visit
ranked
by U.S.
News
anduofl.me/sarstates
World Report as one the Best
versity of Louisville is a military friendly and equal opportunity institution.

Engineering Schools, offers a 100% online Master’s in Civil
Engineering. This degree, intended for professionals who already
have a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering, will help equip
students with the technological knowledge for advancement in
an aggressive employment marketplace. The online curriculum
is taught by award-winning faculty who can provide students
with an educational experience they can’t find anywhere else.
For more information visit http://uofl.me/civilstructural.
800-871-8685
2301 S. Third St
Louisville, KY 40292

University of Maine
https://online.umaine.edu/grad
• Master of Science, Spatial Informatics
• Professional Science Master, Engineering and Business (Surveying
Engineering concentration
University of Maryland
www.advancedengineering.umd.edu/programs
• Master of Engineering, Project Management
University of Massachusetts – Lowell
https://continuinged.uml.edu/degrees/grad/online-mastersengineering-management.cfm
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
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University of South Florida
www.usf.edu/engineering/imse/graduate/msem.aspx
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
University of Southern California
http://gapp.usc.edu/den/programs
• Master of Construction Management
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering (construction or structural
engineering focus)
• Master of Science, Green Technologies
• Master of Science, Systems Architecting and Engineering
University of Tennessee – Knoxville
http://volsonline.utk.edu/online-programs/graduate-programs
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering (public works or transportation
concentration)
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering
University of Texas – Arlington
www.uta.edu/engineering/future-students/engineering-online/index.php
• Master of Construction Management
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Engineering Management
University of Texas at Tyler
http://www.uttyler.edu/academics/graduate/civil-engineering-degree.php
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
University of Virginia
http://cgep.virginia.edu/civil-and-environmental-engineering
• Master of Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering
(infrastructure systems focus)

University of Washington
www.pce.uw.edu/online/masters-degrees
• Master of Infrastructure Planning and Management
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering: Construction Engineering
• Master of Science, Construction Management
• Master of Sustainable Transportation
University of Wisconsin – Madison
https://epd.wisc.edu/online-degrees
• Master of Engineering Management
• Master of Engineering, Sustainable Systems Engineering

University of Wisconsin – Platteville
www.uwplatt.edu/distance-education/online-programs
• Master of Science, Engineering (structural/geotechnical engineering
focus)
• Master of Science, Project Management

Virginia Tech
www.vto.vt.edu/?view=programs&show=masters
• Master of Natural Resources
• Master of Urban and Regional Planning
Western Carolina University
https://www.wcu.edu/learn/programs/index.aspx
• Master of Construction Management
• Master of Project Management
Western New England University
https://www1.wne.edu/academics/graduate/engineering-management-mba.cfm
• Master of Science, Engineering Management/MBA
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
https://www.wpi.edu/academics/online/study
• Master of Science, Construction Project Management
• Master of Science, Environmental Engineering
Youngstown State University
https://ysu.edu/academics/williamson-college-businessadministration/online-engineering-management-mse
• Master of Science, Engineering Management

Your best career move
The University of Wisconsin-Platteville, a regionally accredited
university, offers a 100% online master’s in Engineering.
Select an area of interest in Engineering Design, Applications
in Engineering Management, Control (Electrical) Systems, or
Structural/Geotechnical Engineering to round out your degree.
Not ready for a full degree? Expand your skill set with an
engineering certificate.
$10,000 scholarships, funded by the National Science
Foundation, are available! The University of WisconsinPlatteville has educated engineers for over 150 years and has
earned a national reputation as a prestigious
engineering institution.
Learn more at www.GoUWP.com/ce or call 800-362-5460.

Villanova University
http://www1.villanova.edu/main/online-programs.html
• Master of Science, Civil Engineering
• Master of Science, Sustainable Engineering
• Master of Science, Water Resources and Environmental Engineering
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SPECIFY

01. Turf reinforcement mats

02. Wide-span brick tie

03. Porous asphalt design guide

American Excelsior introduced a new product line
marketed under the brand TriNet Family of turf
reinforcement mats (TRMs). The initial launch
of TriNet products included TriNet Coconut and
TriNet Straw/Coconut, designed to directly compete
with existing three-netted TRMs that contain a
degradable coconut or straw/coconut matrix. The
second launch of TriNet products includes branded
products under the names Curlex excelsior and
Recyclex, which contains synthetic fibers derived
from 100 percent post-consumer recycled materials.

Simpson Strong-Tie’s new, high-performance BTH
brick tie can connect brick and stone veneers to
light-frame construction across spans as great as 3
inches. Fabricated from 22-gauge galvanized steel,
the BTH brick tie is field-adjustable in two places
and can be installed with either side facing up. The
brick ties allow wider airspaces between stone and
brick veneers and wood framing to accommodate
the thickness in materials and allow for adequate
drying of moisture, especially in mixed humid
climates. Tie ends embed in the mortar a minimum
of 1-1/2 inches and connect to the framing with a
single 0.131-inch by 2-1/2-inch nail.

The National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA)
published Structural Design Guidelines for Porous
Asphalt Pavements, which discusses the structural
design procedure for porous asphalt and the required
inputs using the AASHTO 93 design method. The book
includes guidance on determining structural design
input values, calculating minimum layer thicknesses,
and limits on effective structural thickness. Design
examples are included for full-depth porous asphalt
pavement systems with and without an asphalt-treated
permeable base, as well as a catalogue of required
layer thicknesses for different traffic levels. The book
is available as a PDF download through the NAPA
Online Store at http://store.asphaltpavement.org.

American Excelsior
www.curlex.com

Simpson Strong-Tie
www.strongtie.com/bth

National Asphalt Pavement Association
www.asphaltpavement.org

Structural
Engineers Axiom #7
Structural Engineers Axiom #7

Professional
Liability
Professional
Liability
is Essential.
is essential.
Overpaying
is Not.
Overpaying is not.

It pays to have the right professional liability coverage. But you
t pays to have the right professhouldn’t overpay.
sional liability coverage. But you
shouldn’t overpay.
At Fenner & Esler, we’re more
At Fenner & Esler, we’re more
than just brokers. We’re A/E
than just brokers. We’re A/E
specialists. Delivering the right
specialists. Delivering the right
coverage and value to design
coverage and value to design
ﬁrms of all sizes since 1923.
firms of all sizes since 1923.
With multiple insurance carriers.
With multiple insurance carriers.
And a proven track record
And a proven track record
serving the unique risks of
serving the unique risks of
structural structural
engineers.
engineers.

I

Get
a quote—overnight.
Get a quote — overnight.
Visit:
Visit:
www.insurance4structurals.com
www.fenner-esler.com
www.insurance4structurals.com
Click
“Need
a Quote”
Click “Need
a Quote”

Call toll-free:
Call
toll-free:
866-PE-PROTEK
866-PE-PROTEK
(866-737-7683
x.208)
Ask for Tim Esler.
(866-737-7683
x.208)
Ask for Tim Esler.
Email:
Email:
tim@Insurance4Structurals.com
tesler@fenner-esler.com
tim@Insurance4Structurals.com
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HydroCAD

Stormwater Modeling
Preferred by the majority of
the top civil engineering firms
for its broad technical
capabilities and ease-of-use,
HydroCAD takes the TR-20
and TR-55 methodology to
the next level, with powerful
options for outlet devices,
pond storage, rainfall
libraries, pumps, vortex
valves, underground
chambers, CAD import, and
much, much, more.

Complete NRCS TR-20, TR-55, SBUH, & Rational hydrology,
plus hydraulics, pond design, chamber layout & much more!
HydroCAD is surprisingly affordable, with a unique pricing
structure that lets you expand your node capacity and usercount as your needs grow. With the extensive Help system,
tutorials, web articles, self-study program, webinars, and
free email support you’ve got all the resources you need to
get the job done right and on-time.

Try our Free HydroCAD Sampler at www.hydrocad.net
HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC, Box 477, Chocorua, NH 03817 1-800-927-7246

READER INDEX
Like our advertisers?

Visit their site and tell them we sent you!

American Concrete Institute www.ACIExcellence.org
Bentley bentley.com/STAAD
Bentley bentley.com/CONNECTwithProjectWise
Bluebeam bluebeam.com/FreeTrial
Commerical UAV www.expouav.com
ClearSpan Fabric Structures www.clearspan.com
Corporate Tax Advisors www.corporatetaxadvisors.com
Fenner & Esler Agency www.insurance4structurals.com
HydroCAD www.hydroCAD.net
IAPMO www.uniform-es.org
Plastic Solutions, Inc. www.plastic-solution.com
PrestoGeo www.prestogeo.com
Rolanka www.rolanka.com
Tensar International www.tensarcorp.com
The Zweig Letter www.thezweigletter.com/subscribe
University of Wisconsin Platteville www.uwplatt.edu
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NOTICE: Articles and advertisements in this publication are often contributed by third parties.
Owners and staff of this publication attempt to assure accuracy of content. In the publication
process, it is possible that typographical, editorial, or other errors october occur. The reader is
warned to make independent verification of any techniques, methods, or processes contained
herein before implementation. Techniques, methods, or processes published in this magazine have
not been independently verified or tested by the staff of this publication and are not endorsed or
recommended by this publication, which disclaims any responsibility for results or consequences of
their implementation. Reader assumes full risk of loss, damage, or injury to persons or property from
the implementation. Anyone who purchased this publication under the mistaken impression that the
contents herein had been independently tested or verified by this publication october submit a written
request for a full refund of subscription price within thirty (30) days of date of purchase. The foregoing
is the sole remedy hereunder against the publisher, its staff, and owners for any claim related to any
techniques, methods, or processes set forth herein.

Sign up and receive
the AEC industry’s leading
management newsletter
every Monday morning.

Want to advertise with us?
Give us a call.
Beth Brooks
Director of Sales
bbrooks@zweiggroup.com
479.502.2972

thezweigletter.com/subscribe/

BENCHMARKS

Percentage of the total fee that firms charged at the completion of key milestones of a project.

Fee and billing practices
By Tyler Thompson

Zweig Group recently released its 2018 Fee & Billing Survey of AEC

Firms, which offers clarity on the fee structures and billing practices
of architecture, engineering, and environmental consulting firms. In
an increasingly competitive environment, firms need to be proactive in
analyzing their billing rates and adjusting them with the changing times.
Keeping in tune with their fees, amounts charged to employee time,
reimbursable expenses, and equipment usage is vital to managing project
profitability.
Whether using fixed fee contracts or a combination of hourly billing (not
to exceed or unlimited) contracts, figuring out how much to charge to a
project is a constant battle. Who has authority to set and/or negotiate the
fees? What is standard practice for charging tasks to a project? Is it good
practice to show clients a fee breakdown for a project? How are change
orders or scope changes handled with a client? The survey analyzes these
questions and many more.
Managing a firm’s cash flow can be achieved through a solid
understanding of the firm’s billing cycles. From preparing invoices and
collecting payments to projecting hours spent throughout a project, firm
management has lots of levers to use to improve cash flow issues. Shorter
collection cycles are necessary for the survival of any business because
it not only creates a more predictable schedule for managing debt, but
it also lowers the risk of those payments getting written off as bad debt.
Once a firm writes off a bad invoice it cannot reclaim that lost revenue.
One positive sign this year is that the average percentage of invoices
being written off as bad debt decreased from 3.5 percent to 2.9 percent.
Across the AEC industry, the invoicing process has improved, but there
are always ways to be more efficient with collections.
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• Not all firms are accepting electronic ACH payments (71 percent), which
is troubling considering the current landscape of technology. This could be
affecting a client’s willingness or ability to pay on time.
• Fewer firms (5 percent) are offering discounts on early payments, while more
firms (43 percent) are charging interest on late payments. This is one way to
incentivize clients to make their payments on time.
• More firms (18 percent) are improving collections by taking some of this
responsibility off of the project manager’s plate and having accounting manage
the process from follow-up phone calls to showing aged accounts receivable
on invoices.
This year, more than 300 job titles were reviewed and the overall trend
shows that rates are creeping up. Ninety-nine percent of all respondents
increased their fees this last year, with an average increase of 9 percent.
It is a good sign that AEC firms are recognizing the value of their
employees and that the market is able to absorb these increased costs.
Additionally, the gap between actual and projected chargeability for staff
has decreased to less than 5 percent. This shows that firms are actively
managing and correctly budgeting for their projects. Firms want to get
the most out of their employees and pay them accordingly. Using Zweig
Group’s 2018 Fee & Billing Survey of AEC Firms as a benchmark will
allow them to do just that.
The 2018 Fee & Billing Survey of AEC Firms — available for purchase
(print or digital) at https://zweiggroup.com — provides insights needed
to keep bids competitive while balancing fixed wage-related costs with
profitability. Fifteen market sectors along with more than 300 job titles
are analyzed to get the most useful information to AEC firms across
multiple regions and client bases.

TYLER THOMPSON, is Zweig Group research manager. He can be contacted at
research@zweiggroup.com.

Soil bioengineering products to protect and
restore our damaged aquatic resources.
BioD-Roll

TM

- Densely-packed coir logs

It is our environment, take care
of it with natural products

Completely natural and biodegradable

Available sizes

BioD-Roll 30L (12”x10’), 7 lbs./cu. ft. density, 5 lbs./ft. unit weight
BioD-Roll 30H (12”x10’), 9 lbs./cu. ft. density, 7 lbs./ft. unit weight
BioD-Roll 40 (16”x10’), 9 lbs./cu. ft. density, 12 lbs./ft. unit weight
BioD-Roll 50 (20”x10’), 9 lbs./cu. ft. density, 19 lbs./ft. unit weight
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BioD-SuperRoll
first tim
Circular coir logs with invisible holes
TM

BioD-SuperRoll 12
(12-in dia., 10-ft long)
Two rows of invisible holes,
vertical and 45o angle.

BioD-SuperLog

TM

Rectangular coir logs with invisible holes

BioD-SuperLog 12
(12-in x 10-in., 10-ft long)
Two rows of invisible holes,
vertical and horizontal.

BioD-Block

Fabric attached coir block system

Available sizes

BioD-Biock 12-300, 12-in tall, 10-ft long, TFL & BFL: 47-in
BioD-Biock 16-300, 16-in tall, 10-ft long, TFL: 28-in BFL: 56-in
BioD-Biock 16-400, 16-in tall, 10-ft long, TFL: 48-in BFL: 75-in

Strong, natural fiber logs for
tough erosion problems.
Provide aesthetically pleasing
applications.
155 Andrew Drive,
Stockbridge, GA 30281
1-800-760-3215 | www.rolanka.com
https://www.facebook.com/ROLANKAINC

TM

Create wildlife habitats.
Perform better than rock
rip-rap.

A large inventory of RoLanka products are available in Stockbridge, GA.

ZWEIG GROUP
UPCOMING EVENTS
OCT 2018
25-26 Charleston, SC

APR 2019
The Principals Academy

NOV 2018
7-9 Louisville, KY
14-15 San Francisco, CA
28 Atlanta, GA

MAR 2019
13-15 New Orleans, LA
27 Kansas City, MO

10-12 TBD
24-25 Dallas, TX

CEO Roundtable Retreat
The Principals Academy

MAY 2019
CEO Roundtable Retreat
Leadership Skills for AEC Professionals
Excellence in Project Management

Successful Successor Seminar
Excellence in Project Management

For more dates and location information:

www.zweiggroup.com/seminars/

22-23 Philadelphia, PA

Leadership Skills for AEC Professionals

JUN 2019
5-6 Seattle, WA
20 Chicago, IL
21 Chicago, IL

The Principals Academy
Real Marketing & Branding for AEC Firms
AEC Business Development Training

